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SUMMARY

One of the problems that occur during drilling operations, is the occurrence of torsional vibrations in
the drilIstring. These torsional vibrations are a result of the bad mechanical damping of the drilIstring
and Bottom Hole Assembly. The vibrations can he excited both at the surface due to rotary speed
variations and downhole due to torque on bit variations. When the weight on bit is relatively large
and rotary speed is relatively low, the string and Bottom Hole Assembly can go into a slip/stick
motion.

During drilling operations, the torsional vibrations result in extensive bit wear, fatigue and
occasionally failure of the drilIstring. To dampen the torsional vibrations, the "Soft Torque R<;>tary"
(STR) control system has been developed at KSEPL. One of the main drawbacks of the STR system,
is that it needs to be weil tuned to the drillstring dynamic behaviour in order to sufficiently dampen
the vibrations. Furtherrnore, during the process of drilling, the dynamic behaviour of the process
changes. Therefore, the STR needs to be tuned every once in a while.

To tune the STR system, a number of schemes are investigated in this report, that enable the
estimation of drilIstring dynamic parameters. Two situations are distinguished. In the flrst situation,
the problem of tuning the STR is studied, assuming no slip/stick motion of the Bottom Hole
Assembly occurs. In the second situation, the problem of detecting the occurrence of slip/stick
motion is studied. Both methods are based on recursive parameter estimation techniques using the
Kalman filter approach and only require easy measurable quantities as motor electric voltage and
current.

Estimation schemes are given both for off-line and on-line parameter estimation. Both estimation of
discrete.-time and continuous-time model parameters are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

One of the problems that occur in day-to-day drilling in search of oil or gas in the earth's crnst, is the
occurrence of torsional vibrations in the drilIstring. These torsional vibrations are a direct result of
bad drilIstring natural darnping. As the whole string consists of a large number of relatively slim
drillpipe sections and a relatively inert bottom-hole-assembly, the whole drilIstring will behave as a
(badly) damped mass spring system. As aresult, the whole bottom hole assembly will swing back and
forth in an oscillatory motion.

The drilIstring torsional vibrations are excited at the earth's surface by rotary speed setpoint
variations and downhole by torque on bit fluctuations. Due to the difference between static and
dynamic friction downhole, the bottom hole assembly can even come to a complete standstill. After a
period of time, when enough torque has been built up in the string, the bottom hole assembly will
break loase. but due to its large inertia and the bad system damping, the bottom hole assembly will
swing through its equilibrium position and stick again. This results in a self sustaining slip/stick
motion which is directly related to the rotary speed set by the driller.

As the drilIstring torsional vibrations result in excensive bit wear, drilIstring fatigue and occasionally
even break of the drilIstring, the "Soft Torque Rotary" (STR) system was developed at KSEPL. The
STR system is a control system that feeds back the motor current (which is approximately
proportional to the torque built up in the string) to the motor voltage (which is proportional to the
angular velocity of the rotary tabie) and adds darnping to the drilIstring. With the STR system,
torsional vibrations in the drillstring can be darnped and the bottom hole assembly slip/stick motion
can be prevented.

One of the problems of the STR system is that it needs to be weil tuned to the dynamic behaviour of
the drillstring in order to sufficiently dampen torsional vibrations. As in the process of drilling, the
length of the drilIstring increases and occasionally the bottom hole assembly configuration is
changed, the dynamic behaviour of the drilIstring varies during drilling operations. Therefore, the
STR system must he tuned every once in a while. Tuning the STR system is time consuming as the
parameters that determine the drilIstring dynamic behaviour vary during drilling operations and
cannot easily be determined. Therefore, tuning the soft torque rotary system is a specialist job that
requires some trial and error procedures.

This report investigates the problem of estimating the dynamic parameters of the rotary drilling
process. Once the parameters that determine the dynamic behaviour of the rotary process are known,
the soft torque rotary system can be tuned. In the future even a self tuning STR system implemented
on a computer may be considered. Furthermore, the knowledge of the parameters may give relevant
information to the tooi pusher.

Two situations are distinguished. In the first situation, the problem of tuning the STR is studied,
assuming no slip/stick motion of the bottom hole assembly occurs. In the second situation, the
problem of detecting the occurrence of slip/stick motion is studied. Both methods are based on
recursive parameter estimation techniques using the Kalman filter approach and only require easy
measurable quantities as motor electric voltage and current.

In this report, chapter 2 discusses the dynamic behaviour of the rotary process. Attention is paid to
the natural vibrations and slip/stick vibrations that may occur. In chapter 3 the conversion of a
continuous time model into discrete time is discussed. This conversion is necessary to simulate the
process behaviour on a computer and will be required to understand the problems that occur when
parameters are estimated on a computer using measured data samples. In chapter 3 some simulation
results of the process are presented.

In chapter 4 the problem of choosing an appropriate model type for the process is investigated. The
general problem of parameter estimation has been given much attention in literature. Various
estimation schemes have been derived for a large number of model types. In chapter 4 a model type
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INTRODUCTION

is selected that is believed to be weIl suited to model the input/output behaviour of the rotary process,
now and in the future when more sophisticated control schemes are designed that require more
process knowiedge. Based on the selected model type, parameter estimation schemes described in
literature can be used.

Chapter 5 discusses the different parameter estimation schemes. Estimation algorithms are discussed
for linear time invariant models and linear time variant model. Both estimation of the discrete time
difference equations parameters and physical parameters are studied. An algorithm is presented that
can detect jumping parameters that occur when slip/stick motion occurs downhole. Finally the
problem of parameter estimation in closed loop, hence when the STR system is present, is discussed.

Chapter 6 presents some simulation resuIts that compares the estimation schemes presented in
Chapter 5. Both the problem of tuning and detection is studied. FinaIly, in chapter 7 some
conclusions are made with respect to the studied parameter estimation schemes and some
recommendations for further studies are given.
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PHYSICAL MODEL

2. Physical model of the rotary drilling process

The frrst step in identification is to obtain enough infonnation of the process under study. A proper
identification procedure usually involves many different steps. At each of these steps, choices have to
be made that need a-priori knowledge of the process under investigation. A-priori knowledge must
particularly be collected on the quantities that influence the process' dynamic behaviour and the
expected dynamic order of the process. Information should be gathered on the expected non
linearities of the process. Inputs and outputs of the process should be selected, that enable
measurement and control of the process in the dynamic range of interest.

In order to get a-priori infonnation, this chapter describes the rotnry process. The various components
of a drilling Tig will be discussed and a linear model of the process will be given. Attention will be
paid to the expected non-linear torque fluctuations acting on the bit. Based on the dynamic model and
the non-linear disturbances the mechanism that induces torsional vibrations will be explained. The in
and output signals of the rotnry process will be selected, and the transfer function from input to
output will be derived. Finally, attention will be paid to model errors that are to be expected.

2.1 Drilling rig equipment

Rotnry equipment from top to bottom consists of the tower like structure called the derrick, a swivel,
a short piece of pipe called the kelly, the rotnry tabie, the drilIstring, the downhole motor (if any) and
the bit. The end of the drilIstring (drill collars, downhole motor, and bit) is often referred to as the
Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA).

The swivel is attached to the derrick by means of steel cables and a travelling hook. The swivel has
three purposes. It sustains the weight of the drilIstring, it permits the drilIstring to rotate and it affords
a rotating, pressure tight seal and passageway for drilling mud to be pumped down the inside of the
drilIstring. This drilling mud is pumped through the drilIstring to the bottom of the hole and then is
pumped through the hole back to the surface. This drilling mud is necessary for cooling down the bit,
carrying away rock pieces at the bottom of the hole, compensating formation pressure and making
the downhole motor rotate.

Immediately below the swivel is attached a square or hexagonal piece of pipe called the kelly. The
kelly passes through the rotnry tabIe, which has a square or hexagonal hole, and is used to transfer the
rotating motion of the rotnry table to the drillstring.

The rotnry table is the device that actually tums round the whole drilIstring. It is connected to an
electric motor by means of a gear box.

The drilIstring consists of drill pipes and special heavy thick-walled pipe sections called drill collars.
Both drill pipe and drill collars are divided in joints of steel tubes through which mud can be
pumped. In order to center the drilIstring in the borehole, so called stabilizers are screwed every now
and then between the drill pipe sections. The drill collars are heavier than drill pipe sections and are
used in the bottom part of the string to put weight on the bit. This weight presses down the bit to get
it to drill and avoids the buckling that the much slimmer drill pipe would exhibit.

When a vertical hole is drilled, it is usually sufficient to just rotate the drilIstring with a motor at the
earth's surface. This is called rotnry drilling. When, instead, a deviated hole is drilled, a downhole
motor is used, to rotate a bended piece of pipe to which the bit is attached. This downhole motor is a
tooI shaped like piece of pipe that has turbine blades. When drilling mud is pumped through the
drilIstring, the turbine is activated and the bit is turned round. In day-to-day drilling however, the
distinction between rotnry drilling and drilling with downhole motor is not always dear. Often a hole
is drilled by both turning round the drilIstring and usi!lg a downhole motor to speed up the drilling
process. Finally, at the end of the drilIstring the bit is attached that makes contact with the bottom of
the hole.
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PHYSICAL MODEL

2.2 Drive system model

In the rotary drilling process, a rotary table is attached on top of the drillsting and is rotated by means
of an electric motor. At this stage, the following assumptions are made with respect tothe drive
system. Firstly, it is assumed that the drive system dynamic behaviour is linear and time invariant.
Secondly, loss in static torque due to motor friction is assumed to be constant, and therefore, not
considered. Thirdly, non-linear rotary speed fluctuations due to motor slip/stick motion are
considered to be small and therefore neglected. In prnctice, these assumptions will be more or Iess
valid when drilling at sufficiently high rotary speed.

With these assumptions, the dynamic behaviour of the rotary table can be modelled as an inertia with
linear (viscous) damping. The rotary table is driven by means of an electric motor via a gear box.
When, a separately excited shunt motor is used, the motor armature current is proportional to the
torque delivered by the rotary tabie. The electro-motive voltage is proportional to the motor angular
velocity. The dynamic behaviour at the mechanical side of the motor is dominated by its inertia. At
the electric side of the motor the armature induction and resistance are modelled.

Motor
I
m R

+

Vm
T ;Q,
dl

Fig.1 : Physical model of rotary table and electric motor.

In a conventional, so called "stiff' drive, a Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) a MINISEMI control
system regulates the angular velocity of the rotary tabie. This control system consists mainly of a PI
circuit. Via the PI-circuit the motor armature voltage is fed back to the armature motor current. When
a "Soft Torque Rotary" (STR) control system is present to dampen mechanical torsional vibrations,
the motor armature current is fed back to the input signalof the PI-circuit.

Assuming at this stage no STR control system is present, the dynamic behaviour of the whole drive
system can be represented using state-space notation as follows (for more details see Appendix A) :

( I)

Where !d and !d stand for the drive system state-vector and itls time derivative. Fd' Gd and"d

represent the drive state-matrix, the input-matrix and the output-matrix, in that order.
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PHYSICAL MODEL

The input and output vectors Üld and Yd' respectively) are defined as follows :

and (2)

Where in equation (2) the following physical quantities are used :

Vr
= Reference voltage (proportional to the desired rotary speed). [V]

Tds
= DrilIstring torque acting on the rotary tabie. [Nm]

Im
= Motor armature current. [A]

Or = Angular velocity of the rotary tabie. [rad/sJ
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PHYSICAL MODEL

2.3 Physical model of the drillstring and bottom hole assembly

In this report the string of dill pipes will be modelled as a series of inertias, spring coefficients and
linear (viscous) dampers. The dynamic behaviour of the bottom hole assembly is assumed to be
dominated by its moment of inertia. The whole drilIstring and bottom hole assembly can be
represented as a series of Damped-Mass-Spring sections (DMS) as denoted in Fig.2.

..J p

....... 'T
loot;r' ds

'--+--"
....... 'T
loot;r' ds

Fig.2 : Rotational mechanical model of the drilIstring and bottom hole assembly.

In the model of the drilIstring presented above it is assumed that an extemal torque acts on each node
of the DMS series. These torques represent loss in static torque along the drilIstring, random torque
fluctuations, model errors and non-linear effects. It is assumed a finite number, P, of DMS sections
are needed to model the dynamic behaviour of the string in the frequency range of interest.

With these assumptions, the equation of motion of the P DMS sections is given by the following
second order matrix differential equation :

using the following vector definition :

(3)

Linear (viscous) damping coefficient of thep--th DMS section. [Nms/rad]

with: Jp' =

Bp' =

kp- =

<Pp' =

<Po =

Tp' =

KSEPL, 20/08/92

Moment of inertia of the p--th DMS section.

Spring coefficient of thep--th DMS section.

Angular displacement of thep--th DMS section.

Angular displacement of the rotary tabie.

Extemal torque acting on the p--th DMS section.

[Nms2/rad]

[Nm/rad]

[rad]

[rad]

[Nm]
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PHYSICAL MODEL

in equation (3) the following matrix notation is used:

-kl k2 0 0

o -k2 k3 0 0

J =diag( JI,J2.···.J~ (4)

0 0 -kp_1 kp
0 0 -kp

In equation (4). diag( x
l
.x

2
•.•••Y represents a diagonal matrix with P rows and P columns where \

is the element of the i-th row and the i-th column.

The set of second order differential equations can be tumed into a state-space set of first order
differential equations as follows :

defining the state. output and input vectors:

x = [.M>]
-s .

1,>
(5)

[0]

-10 0
1 -1 0 0

0..0 1 -1 0..0

the state matrix : Fs = 0 0 1 -1 with dimension : {2P x 2P} (6)

(7)with dimension { 2P x (P+ 1) }the input matrix: G
s

= _

the output matrix: H = [k 0 0]. with dimension {I x 2P}
s I

(8)

With these definitions. the dynamic behaviour of the drillstring and bottom hole assemb1y is given
by:

Ys = H xs -s

(9)
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PHYSICAL MODEL

Now realising that the drive system and the drilIstring are connected to each other via: ud(2) = ys

and Yd(2) = us(l). the drive and DMS state-space equations can be combined into one state-space

equation that represents the linear dynamic behaviour of the whole rotary process in case of slip:

2l = Fs1 2l + Gs1 !!

y = H 2l

(10)

Where in equation (10) the scaJar output (y) is the motor current. and state and input vector are given
by:

Input vector:

State vector:

KSEPL. 20/08/92

!! = [iJ
2l = [~]

(ll)

(12)
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PHYSICAL MODEL

2.4 Process non-Iinearity: slip/stick

Various authors have studied the non-linear behaviour of the external torque acting on the bottom
hole assembly. It is commonly believed that torsional vibrations are caused by a combination of bad
damping in the rotary system and a non-linear behaviour between the bit angular velocity and the
extemal torque acting on the bit. UWe is known about the exact nature of the non-linear relationship
between torque and angular velocity downhole. But torsional vibrations are assumed to be self
sustaining, rpm-related and dependent of drilling parameters such as weight-on-bit, bit-type,
formation type, mud properties and borehole inclination.

In this report it is assumed that the non-linear relationship between bit angular velocity and extemal
torque on bit can be modelled as Coulomb friction. It is assumed that a constant loss in torque occurs
when the bit has a non-zero angular velocity, this constant torque is called sliding torque. When the
bit comes to a complete stand still it is assumed a much higher, static torque is needed to break the
bit loose (Fig.4).

ITel
[Nm]

n [radis]
b

Fig.4 : Assumed downhole Coulomb friction.

Assuming Coulomb friction, the non-linear behaviour of the P-th DMS section can be represented as
a switching mechanism between two linear dynamic systems. Thus, the system has two dynamic
working points (see fig. 5). Either the bit rotates, the system is said to be operating in the "slip"
phase, or the bit is stuck, which corresponds to the so-called "stick" phase.

n =0
p

Fig.5 : Two linear dynamic systems that model the non-linear torque behaviour.
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PHYSICAL MODEL

The dynamic behaviour of the system can now be described with the following equations :

and:

In case of slip, it holds: Jp~'p + Bp~p + l),(<PP
_
1 - <P~ = Tp

~p

(13)

(14)

In case of stick: (15)

where in equation (13) to (15) :

Jp = Moment of inertia of the P-th DMS section. [Nms2/rad]

Bp = Linear (viscous) damping coefficient of the P-th DMS section. [Nms/rad]

l), = Spring coefficient of the P-th DMS section. [Nm/rad]

<Pp = Angular displacement of the P-th DMS section. [rad]

Tp = Extemal torque acting on the P-th DMS section. [Nm]

TP,st = Constant extemal torque acting on the P-th DMS in case of slip. [Nm]

Tp =Torque needed to break the P-th DMS loose in case of stick. [Nm]
,st

Thus when the process is slipping, the P-th section can be represented as a damped- mass-spring
series. When the process is sticking, however, the p-th section can be represented as a fixed spring.
realising this, the dynamic behaviour of the rotary process in case of stick is given by

~ = Fst ~ + Gst .Y.

Y = H~

(16)

In equation (16) state-, input,- and output-vectors are defined as in equation (10). The state- (and
input -) matrix in case of stick can easily be found by setting all the elements in the last row and last
column of the slip state- (and input-) matrix to zero. The stick output-matrix corresponds to the slip
output-matrix. Evidently. in equation (10) the torque acting on the P-th DMS section is given by
equation (14). In case of stick, however, equation (15) which will determine when the P-th section
will break loose. The switchover mechanism between the two linear dynamic systems is deterrnined
as follows. The rotary system jumps from slip (10) to stick (16) when the P-th angular velocity
becomes zero. The system remains in stick as long as equation (15) holds.
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PHYSICAL MODEL

2.5 Transfer functions and natural vibrations

As mentioned earlier in this report, various studies have shown that torsional vibrations in the
drilIstring can be damped by feeding back the motor armature current to the reference rotary speed by
means of the "Soft Torque Rotary" (STR) control system. As the main motivation for parameter
estimation is the desire to tune the STR control system, this section will briefly go into some aspects
of the measurable motor armature current dynamic behaviour as a function of the torque on bit and
controllabie reference rotary speed.

The transfer function that determine the dynamic behaviour of the motor current can he found by
realising that in the Laplace domain the solution of the following state-space differential equation :

is given by :

~=F~ +G.!l

y =H~

-I
yes) =H [sI - F] G .!l(s)

(17)

(18) .

In equation (18), s denotes the Laplace operator and I is a unity matrix with the same dimensions as
F. Now neglecting the influence of friction along the drillstring, the motor current dynamic behaviour
can be described in the Laplace domain as follows :

in case of slip
(19)

in case of stick

Where according to equation (18), the transfer functions Hs1(s) , Hst(s) , Ns1(s) are given by :

in case of slip

(20)

in case of stick

( It can be seen that the solution in the Laplace domain of the other variables in the state-vector can
be obtained in the same way by choosing appropriate output matrices.)

The natural frequencies of the system described by (17) can be found by solving the following
determinant equation :

det(sl - F) =0 (21)

Assuming the eigenvalues of the drive system to be weIl damped compared to those of the drilIstring,
it can be realised that the natural motor current fluctuations that occur while drilling at a constant
rotary speed, correspond to :

1. The natural vibrations of the drillstring.
2. The effect of the slip/stick motion.
3. Other vibrations that are considered here to he noise.

(eg. motor slip/stick, other mechanical vibrations in the string.)

Natural vibrations.
When the rotary process is in linear operation (e.g. no slip/stick occurs downhole) the frequencies of
the motor current fluctuations correspond to the all natural oscillation modes of the drillstring. A
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PHYSICAL MODEL

spectral analysis of the motor current can therefore reveal the natural oscillation modes of the string.
Based on mechanical analysis of the whole string, it can he derived that torsional vibrations are better
damped as their natural frequency increases. Furthermore, the moment of inertia of the Bottom Hole
Assembly (BHA) is relatively large compared lo the inertia of the drillstring. Consequently the
lowest natural drilIstring frequency, which corresponds to the so-called pendulum mode of the string
and BRA, is dominantly present in the motor current FoUTier spectrum.

When the torque on bit is more or less constant, the natural torsional vibrations in the string will die
out after some time. However, the vibrations can be excited by torque fluctuations.

Slip/stick vibrations.

As described in section 2.4, the dynamic behaviour of the process can he thought of as switching due
to the presence of friction downhole. When, due to torque on bit variations or drive system start-up,
natural drilIstring vibrations are excited, the bit can reach a zero angular velocity and stick. When
sticking occurs, the system can go into a motion, where slip and stick phases altemate.

Due to the large inertia present downhole and the poor damping of the pendulum mode of the
drilIstring, the slip/stick m'otion is mainly determined by the pendulum mode excitation. Other
natural vibrations superimposed on the pendulum mode can, however, influence the slip/stick motion.

In general, the slip/stick motion is self-sustaining hecause every time the bit comes loose, the torque
built up in the string is released. Due to the bad damping in the string and the large moment of inertia
downhole the natural oscillation modes of the string will be excited. This will permit the bit to stick
again.

The occurence of slip/stick vibration is c1early dependent on the rotary table angular velocity,
hecause the torque needed to break the bit loose must be built up in the string. As the rotary speed
increases, the sticking time will become shorter, and the slip/stick oscillation period will be close to
the natural pendulum period of the string. When the rotary table angular velocity increases above a
certain value the slip/stick motion can no lon~er occur.

2.6 Model errors

The physical model of the rotary process discussed in this chapter can only partly model the actual
physical process. During parameter estimation, model errors can be expected due to different
assumptions and neglections. The following model errors can be expected a-priori:

1. Static non-linear effects in the motor drive are neglected.
2. Motor torque fluctuations are assumed to be relatively high in frequency, and thus

neglected.
3. Time variancy of the rotary process is ignored.
4. Frictions are modelled as pure Coulomb friction and partially neglected, it is assumed that

no slip/stick occurs along the drilIstring.
5. Influence of downhole motor is ignored.
6. No distinction is made a-priori between vertical and deviated wells.
7. Torque on bit is assumed to vary more or less random in the linear case.
8. Influence of other vibrations is not studied, the mode coupling between axial,bending and

hydraulic vibrations are, therefore, ignored.

Fig. 6 shows the normalised spectral density of the motor current measured at the T-28 rig during
drilling operations. During the measurement, the rotary speed setpoint was constant. In fig 6,
different frequency peaks can be distinguished in the motor current spectrum. The distinct peaks
correspond to the natural oscillation modes of the drilIstring. It can be seen in fig.6, that the lowest
frequency peak spreads out to very low frequencies. This is presumably due to the presence of
slip/stick motion during the measurement.
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Fig. 6 : Nonnalised spectral density of motor current (linear axes).
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PROCESS SIMULATIONS

3. Process simulations

In order to study the dynamie behaviour of the rotary process, the time continuous model derived in
Chapter 2 has been simulated using the software package MATLAB. In order to simulate the linear
time-continuous non-Iinear behaviour without needing extensive computation time, the time
continuous model was converted to a time-discrete model assuming a zero order hold approximation.

Computer measured data will be used in order to estimate the parameters of the rotary process.
Therefore only a time discrete model is studied in reality, Section 3.1 derives in more detail the
conversion between a linear continuous time model into a discrete time model. Section 3.2 briefly
describes how the slip/stick motion is simulated and shows some results that are relevant to the
understanding of the rotary process dynamic behaviour.

3.1 Conversion from continuous- to discrete-time

In order to simulate the dynamic behaviour of the rotary process the linear time continous dynamic
model of the process must fIrst be converted to the discrete time domain. In Chapter 2 it has been
derived that the time continous dynamic behaviour of the whole rotary process can be described with
the following set of fIrst order equations in the continuous time domain:

(22)

The time continous solutions of this set of fIrst order differential equations is given by :

With:

t

~(t) = 'J1(t) ~(O) + J['J1(t-'t)G y('t)] d't

o
'J1(t) = I-I {[sI - Fr l

} = exp(Ft)

(23)

(24)

In these equations, s denotes the Laplace operator, I is a identity matrix with appropriate dimensions

and I-I denotes the inverse Laplace transform.

Given the state vector at any time instant t=kts' where k is a non-negative integer and ts is a small

time interval called the sampling time interval, the state vector at the following time instant
t=(k+ l)ts can be computed using the time continuous solution given above. Now assume the

sampling time interval is small compared to the smallest time constant of interest in the process
dynamie behaviour. Assuming further that the input signals are constant over the sampling interval ts'

(y(t) = y(kts) V[kts :5 t «k+l)ts] } the state vector at t=(k+l)ts can be computed as follows :
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~«k+l)ts) = 'J1(ts) ~(kts) + J['J1('t)G]d't y(kts)

o
(25)
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Now defining the appropriate matrices A and Band using the short notation ~(k) =~(kts)' the

following matrix difference equation holds :

with:

~(k+1) =A ~(k) + B y(k)

y(k) =C~(k)

A ='J1(ts) = exp(Fts)

ts

f -1
B = [exp(F't)G]d't =F [exp(Fts) - I]G

o
C=H

(26)

(27a)

(27b)

(27c)

In the previous equations A, B and C stand for the time discrete state-, input- and output matrices.
The state- and input matrix components can be computed numerically, for instance using the
following Taylor approximation to obtain the exponential function of a matrix. Using a m+1 tenn
Taylor series, it holds :

(28)

Using the discrete time state-space model derived above, a continuous time model can be simulated
in discrete time. Now neglecting the inf1uence of friction along the drillstring, the motor current
dynamie behaviour in the discrete time can be found from the discrete state-space equations in a
similar way as equation (17) to (19) in the time continuous case hence:

(29)

(30)

In equations (29) and (30) z·l stands for the discrete time delay shift operator, hence:

(31)

And the following polynomials are defined :

-1 2P+nd _i
Äsl(Z ) = .L ai si Z

I=l .

-1 2P+nd . i
03 s1(z ) = .L bi si Z

1=1 '

-1 2P+nd _i
Cs1(Z ) = .L Ci si Z

1=1 '

-1 2P+nd . i
Äsl(Z ) = .L ai st Z

1=1 •

-1 2P+nd . i
03st(Z ) = .L bi st Z

1=1 •
(32)

where, Uj,sl ' bi.sl ' Ci,sl ,ai,st and bi,st stand for the coefficients of the transfer function polynomials,.

The time discrete solution of the motor current given in equation (32) can also be computed directly
from (19) by means of Z-transfonn, assuming a zero order hold approximation.
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3.2 Slip/Stick simulations

The simulation of the non-linear system with slip/stick is based on the simulations of two linear time
discrete modeis. First. based on the previous computed state vector X(k) and the input vector y(k). the
next state of the process x(k+ 1) is computed assuming the system is slipping. If the results show that
the system would stick at the (k+ 1)-th time sample. the state vector is updated assuming stick.
Finally. the torque-on-bit (the extemal torque of the P-th section) at time sample (k+ 1) is computed.
using the knowledge whether the system is slipping or sticking.

In order to minimise simulation errors when the system switches between the slip and the stick phase.
the transition is computed using a smaller sampling interval. If the simulations show that the system
would switch between the k-th and (k+ 1)-th time sample. the state vector is computed during that
time interval. using the same slip/stick algorithm at a higher sample frequency. During the time
interval. the input signal is asstimed to remain constant (zero order hold approximation). the P-th
torque however is updated to detect the slip/stick transition more accurately. When the end of the
time interval is reached. the last computed values of the state vector and the P-th torque are returned
and used for the state- and torque value at the (k+ 1)-th time sample.

In appendix D. the program listing of the function SLST is given in MATLAB language. This
function can be used to simulate the slip/stick motion of a string configuration approximated by an
arbitrary number of DMS sections. assuming Coulomb friction downhole.

In order to better understand the process under study. some simulation results follow in this section.
In the foUowing simulations. the non-linear slip/stick motion of one DMS section is studied. Fig.6
shows the dynamic behaviour of one DMS Section when the angular velocity on top of the spring
suddenly jumps to 50 rev/min (5.233 rad/s). In the simulations. the models and parameters of
appendix A are used.

Fig. 6a shows the dynamie step response of t.he angular velocity of the DMS section. Fig.6a clearly
shows that when the damping coefficient is large enough. the DMS section wiU not perform a
slip/stick motion. When enough damping is present. however. the motion of the DMS section will
stabilize. Fig.6b shows the dynamic behaviour of the corresponding difference in angular
displacement in the spring. Finally fig.6c shows the phase plane of the DMS section. It becomes clear
from these figures that. when slip/stick motion occurs. the system will remain in a limit cycle and
vibrations do not dampen out.

It has already been stated earlier in this report that the occurence of slip/stick vibrations depends of
the rotary speed applied to the system. To illustrate this. the dynamic behaviour of one DMS section
is studied when two different rotary speed step responses are applied on top of the spring (fig.7). In
the simulation of fig.7, the parameter values earlier presented are used. From the phase plane shown
in fig.7c. it can be seen that. when the applied rotary speed is large enough. the angular velocity of
the DMS section will remain positive and no slip/stick motion occurs. Clearly. the duration of the
stick period depends on the applied rotary speed. This can be understood easily. as the static torque
value must be built up in the spring in order to get the system in the slip phase.
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4. Identification

Although in this chapter the main subject of this research is the estimation of physical parameter of
the rotary process. attention is paid to the genera! subject of identification. The author believes that.
before parameters can be estimated. appropriate decisions must be made to ensure that the parameter
values found are indeed relevant for the dynamic behaviour of the process. The different steps that
must be taken before an adequate parameter estimation method can be chosen are very similar to the
steps in standard identification.

Section 4.1 briefly describes the identification protocol. Three main phases are distinguished and it is
noted that at each stage. choices have to be made to obtain a satisfactory model at the end of the
model study. Obviously. the whole protocol is an iterative search. as perhaps practica! measurements
and new knowledge about the process may show that earlier decisions must be reconsidered.

In Section 4.2 the type of model is selected that is expected to be best suited to describe the process.
Selecting appropriate model types is very important during identification because the selection
usually determines the parameter estimation routine that will be used. Furtherrnore. the selection of
model type needs a lot of engineering insight. Choices made with respect to the a-priori model are
often a major point of discussion and should therefore be motivated.

4.1 Identification protocol

The aim of this section is to describe briefly the different theoretica! steps that must be made along
the identification trail in order to obtain a satisfactory model. Although many authors have studied
the identification protocol and therefore a number of variations of the protocol can be found in
literature. three main phases can be distinguished (ref.[4], originally from P.Eykhoff, "Identification
theory; practical implications and limitations". IMEKO. Bressanone. Italy and Measurement. vol.2.
nr.2. 1984 ) :

- The preparation phase.
- The estimation phase.
- The validation phase.

The preparation phase.

In the preparation phase the necessary information for the estimation phase should be gathered. The
main aspects of the preparation phase are :

- Deterrnination of the intended use of the model.
- Collection of a-priori process information.
- Choice of the model type (model set. model class and model structure).
- Experiment design.
- Inspection and correction of measured signais.

As has been mentioned in the introduction. the model to be estimated must enable control of the
drilIstring vibrations. Therefore. a model is searched on which different. modem control schemes can
be built. The necessary a-priori information on the process behaviour has already been presented in
Chapter 2 where the physical model of the rotary process is derived. Section 4.2 will deal with the
problem of choosing a proper model type in more detail. It is believed that the choice of model type
(e.g. model set. model class and model structure) is not trivial and determines the choice of
parameter estimation algorithm.
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The estimation phase.

In the estimation phase a choke should be made of existing parameter estimation routines.
Obviously. knowledge collected in the preparation phase will be crucial for selecting the estimation
algorithm. The availability of parameter estimation software will influence the choke of estimation
routines. In the estimation phase. a criterion will have to be chosen that selects the most appropriate
element out of the preselected model set.

The validation phase.

The validation of the model found in the third and final phase in the identification protocol. In the
ideal situation where the process does not change and all decisions in the identification protocol are
clear. the model found is the best model for the intended use of the model. In practice. however. the
preparation and estimation phase only guarantee that such a model is found within the predefined
model class. that best fits the measured experiment data with respect to the chosen criterion.

To validate the found model. usually the perfonnance of the model is checked with an other
measured dataset that was not used in the estimation phase. If the performance of the model is
satisfactory. the model can be tested in its intended use.

Finally it should be stressed here that from the preceding remarks it is clear that identification is
much more than putting data into a sophisticated parameter estimation algorithm. Because a large
number of chokes influence the model found in the end of the identifkation protocol. re-iteration is
an essential part in the protocol if validation shows that the model obtained is inadequate for the
purpose for which it is intended. A scheme (see Ref.[41. page 32) is given in fig.8 which presents the
aspects of identification already mentioned and clearly shows the re-iteration.
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Fig.8 : Different steps in the identification protocol.
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4.2 Model selection

The primary goal of this section is to select a type of model of the rotary process that can be
identified and will enable control of the drilIstring vibrations. It is interesting to note at this point that
a mathematical model of a process is basically a man-made image of a process. The choice of the
type of model is. therefore. believed to be dominantly determined by the intended use of the model.
Therefore. the model needs not cover all the aspects of the process itself. For instance. a model may
very weIl be of lower complexity than the process. if this model is adequate for its purpose. In
previous studies of the rotary process. it has been shown that torsional vibrations can be cured by
approximating the drilIstring dynamic behaviour by only one DMS section.

When selecting a type of model. the use of the model must therefore be kept in mind. In Ref.[5l. the
following steps are distinguished to select a good model.

1. Collection of all modeis.
2. Selection of model set from all model sets.
3. Selection of model class within the model set.
4. Selection of the model.

The first step; the colJection of all models by means of which the rotary process can be modelled. is
obviously very difficult. Therefore the model type selection starts with the selection of a model set
from a restricted list of model sets.

Selection of a model class within the model set consists of finding an adequate parametrisation of all
models in the model set. As the different model classes all describe the same model set. the classes
can generaUy be transformed into each other. However. the choice of model class is important for the
estimation phase because some model classes need more parameters to describe the process than
others.

Selection of model set.

As already mentioned in the previous sections. selection of the appropriate model set is crucial for
finding a correct model at the end of the identification protocol. Two main objectives determine the
choice of the model set.

1. The aim of the model: the rotary process model set must be large enough to cover all
aspects of the process needed for controlling the vibrations.

2. The complexity of the model: the model set may not be too large for reasons of simplicity.

The first important choice that must be made is the choice of a structural model or an input/output
model. From a physical and engineering point of view. a structural model is preferabie because the
structural model can directly be related to physicallaws and practical situations. However. as the
goal of the model study is the desire to control the drillstring vibrations. an input/output model should
be adequate. When the input/output behaviour of the rotary process is known. modem control
schemes can be designed. based on that model.

Apart from the distinction between structural or synthetic modeis. a characterisation of models can be
made based on a list of adjectives. The following abbreviated list of adjectives will be used to select
an appropriate model set of the rotary process :

- Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) versus
Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO).

- One versus more dimensional.
- Linear versus non-linear.
- Time varying versus time invariant.
- Time continuous versus time discrete.
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- Parametric versus non-parametric.
- Deterministic versus stochastic.

MIMO versus SISO.
AJthough the rotary process has multiple inputs (rotary speed, weight-on-bit, mud pressure".) and
multiple outputs, various studies of the soft torque rotary system have proved that drillstring torsional
vibrations can be damped by feeding back the motor current to the reference rotary speed set by the
driller. It is therefore assuJiled that the rotary process can be modelled by a SISO process. As in
practice the arrnature motor current is used to detect the vibrations (cf Section 2.5) the motor current
is chosen as process output. The reference rotary speed is used as process input.

One- versus more dimensiona1.
Apart from torsional vibrations, longitudinal and lateral vibrations can occur in the drillsting.
However, these vibrations are assumed to be much higher in frequency and their coupling with
torsional vibrations are therefore ignored. The rotary process is therefore assumed to be one
dimensional although, on physical grounds, a more dimensional model might be expected. When
other drilIstring vibrations are neglected, the process is assumed to have lumped parameters.

Linear versus non-linear.
In Section 2.4 it has already been shown that the rotary process dynamic behaviour is non-linear. But
it has been mentioned that, assuming downhole Coulomb friction, the process can be thought of as
switching between two linear dynamic systems. The switching mechanism can be represented as a
process time variancy. In this report time varying model is chosen instead of a non-linear model, to
deal with the occurrence of slip/stick motion, for three reasons.

Firstly, in order to tune the STR system, the linear model parameters of the system in the slip phase
are needed. Secondly, knowledge whether the system shows slip/stick motion or not, is important for
the drilling crew. To distinguish the slip from the stick phase, it seems appropriate to use two linear
models and decide which model fits best at each time instant. In order to track the process switching,
a time variant model can be estimated. And thirdly, in practical drilling conditions, it is expected that
slip/stick vibrations will not occur all of the time due to, Cor instance, changes in formation
characteristics. As a result of the process time-varying behaviour, a time invariant non-linear model,
estimated while slip/stick motion occurs, will not be valid when slip/stick vibrations are absent. It is
therefore expected that a time invariant non-linear model will prove to be less adequate and thus time
varying linear models are studied here.

Non-linear models will however be needed if the dynamic behaviour of the system shows heavy non
linearities even when no slip/stick vibrations occur. For further information on non-linear
identification schemes, the reader is referred to literature (ref.[6], [7]]).

Time-variant versus time-invariant.
In this study the process is assumed to be time varying due to the slip/stick motion and changes in
formation properties. When the system is not slip/sticking, however, (because, for instance, drilling
takes place with low weight-on-bit and at high rotary speed) the process is expected to be time
invariant. In this study both the time-invariant and time-variant model sets will be discussed. The
time variant models will be necessary to detect slip/stick. On the other hand, if no stick is detected, a
time-invariant model can be estimated.

Time continuous versus time discrete.
Because data manipulation and parameter estimation will be done on a digital computer, a discrete
model set is used although the rotary process is obviously time continuous. As recent studies on the
STR system are focussed on using a control scheme implemented on a digital computer, also time
discrete control schemes may be considered in the future. For these reasons a discrete time model is
studied first. When a time discrete estimation scheme is found, the continuous countèrpart can often
be found easily if a continuous time control scheme is preferred. In the rest of this report, discrete
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time modelling will therefore be discussed first. The time continuous estimation scheme is then
derived from the results in the time discrete case.

Parametric versus non-Parametric,
Although, for instance, spectral analysis can be very useful to select appropriate filters and to study
the model order (the number of DMS sections needed in the frequency range of interest) and can
even be used to detect whether slip/stick motion has occurred in a certain time interval (see Section
2), a paramerric model is chosen in this study. Non-parametric models have two disadvantages. First,
non-parametric models like frequency analysis methods need a large number of parameters to model
the dynamic behaviour of the process, which is not attractive for reasons of parsimony. Second, non
parametric models need a certain time interval (usually behaviour in the past) and are therefore less
suited for on-line slip/stick detection,

Deterministic versus stochastic.
In this study, a stochastic model is chosen because torque fluctuations will inevitably give bad
estimation results if no noise models are used during estimation,

Selection of model c1ass.
For the reasons given above, a SISO, one dimensional, linear, time discrete, stochastic model set is
chosen. Depending on the occurrence of slip/stick motion, the model may be time variant or time
invariant. Within the preselected model set a suitable model class must be selected. Within the model
set selected earlier, three main model classes can be distinguished.

Output error model: In an output error model, a model of the process is searched that minimises
at each time instant the difference between the measured process output
and the simulated output of the model, when fed with the true process
input signal.

NoIlOl

Input liQn•• Output Illno'
PROCESS .tO~m ••

- elkl

PROCE88

MODEL

ror

Input error model :

Fig.9 : Output error model.

In an input error model, one tries to minimise the difference between the
applied process input and the input signal needed for the model to produce
the true measured output signal.
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Generalised error model : The generalised error model is a combination of input- and
output error modeis. In a generalised error model, a model is
needed that minimises the equation error acting on one of the
process states. In order to minimise the equation error, the model
is split into an input error part and an output error part.
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Fig.ll : Generalised error model.

As the aim of parameter estimation is focussed on control applications, a generalised error model is
chosen. The general scheme of an Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model in the
stochastic case is given by :

(33)

Where y(k) and u(k) represent the process output- and input signals, e(k) denotes the equation error at

each time instant. In equation (33) [1+ A(z·l)] and [~o+~(z·l)] are arbitrary time discrete polynomial

functions that respectively model the Auto Regressive- and Moving Average part of the process
dynamics.

It is dear from equation (33) that in order to obtain a consistent ARMA model of the process in the
stochastic case, an adequate description of the equation error noise is needed. The equation error can
be modelled by assuming the equation error noise to be the output 'signal of noise filter driven by a
white noise sequence. Evidently, the noise filter can be modelled in a similar way as the process
dynamics by means of an AR, MA, or ARMA model.

It may be expected from the physical model of the process discussed in Chapter 2, that the main
source of noise acting on the rotary process motor current output is due to torque on bit fluctuations.
As the extemal torque acts on the lower end of the drillstring and can only be measured through the
whole dynamics of the process, it may be expected that the equation error can be modelled by means
of a torque on bit noise source filtered by an ARMA noise filter. The Auto Regressive part of the
noise filter is expected to be determined by the eigenvalues of the rotary process, and thus assumed to
correspond to the Auto Regressive part of the noise free process model.

The a-priori process model is therefore given by ;

(34)

where in equation (34), e(k) denotes white zero-mean white noise and T represents the static losses

due to friction. Clearly, the [1+C(z·l)] time discrete polynomial models the Moving Average part of

the noise. Equation (34) shows the a-priori expected model dass to be of the so-called ARMAX type.
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Selection of model structure.

The selection of model structure, the exact number of ARMAX parameters needed to model the
process dynamic behaviour, is detennined by the number of DMS sections needed to model the
process in the frequency range of interest. When P DMS sections are considered to be relevant for a
certain application (it has already been mentioned earlier that the STR system used until now is based
on the lowest one DMS approximation of the drillstring), (2P+nd) states are needed to model the

process, if the a-priori drive model can be described using nd states. Using the zero order hold
approximation described in Chapter 3, the a-priori model structure now contains (2P+nd -1) AR- and

(2P+nd) MA parameters.

The a-priori size of the MA noise model is detennined at one hand, by the transfer function from
torque on bit to motor current (2P+nd -1). At the other hand, part of the MA noise polynomial

represents a torque on filter needed to obtain a white residuaI. As Iittle is known about the exact
nature of the torque on bit fluctuations, it is hard to detennine an a-priori noise model order. In this
study, torque on bit fluctuations are assumed to be more or less random. The a-priori noise model is
therefore chosen to have (2P+nd -1) parameters. Tlre equation error is then modelied as white torque

on bit fluctuations measured through the torque to motor current transfer function (see also Section
3.1).

When slip/stick motion occurs, the expected model orders are reduced by one in the case of stick.
When no slip/stick motion occurs, and the process behaviour is linear a better estimation can be
obtained by increasing the noise model order until the found residual is uncorrelated with the input
signal and is fairly white. Studying the autocorrelation of the noise can reveal whether the resulting
residual is white. and thus the best noise filter can be found in an iterative way. by increasing the
noise model order and estimating the noise and process parameters until the autocorrelation of the
residual is found to be white enough.
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5. Parameter estimatioD.
In this chapter the problem of actually estimating the parameters of the rotary drilling process will be
discussed. Three basic estimation schemes will be presented. Section 5.1. briefly discusses the
problem of linear SISO parameter estimation. Section 5.2 deals with the problem of recursive
parameter estimation in the case that the process dynamic behaviour is time varying, hence, when
slip/stick occurs. Section 5.3 finally, discusses the problem of recursive parameter estimation through
multiple modeis, which takes the a-priori process knowledge of jumping parameters into account.

The three basic algorithms presented in this chapter haven been selected according to the needs of
parameter estimation. It has already been mentioned earlier in this report that the desire to estimate
the parameters of the rotary drilling process are motivated by two reasons. Firstly, the dynamic
parameters of the linear rotary process behaviour are needed in order to tune the "Soft Torque
Rotary" (STR) control system that is designed to dampen the torsional vibrations that occur in the
drillstring. Secondly, knowledge whether slip/stick motion occurs is needed by the tooipusher.

In order to estimate the dynamic parameters of the linear process, that can be used to tune the STR
system, a linear parameter estimation scheme is discussed in Section 5.1. The method proposed in
this Section is the basic linear SISO parameter estimation scheme for ARMAX model types. The
algorithms presented are weIl known, have been studied in detail in literature and have been reported
to work weIl for a wide range of different processes.

Parameter estimation using the ARMAX algorithms will, however, give bad results when slip/stick
motion occurs. When slip/stick motion occurs, the process does not longer behave in a linear fashion
for a long period of time, and therefore estimating a linear, time invariant model is bound to fail.
However, when the rotary speed applied by the driller is high enough, the weight on bit is relatively
smaIl, or when a weIl tuned STR control system is present, stick is not expected to occur.

It is interesting to note here that slip/stick detection can easily be done when drilling at a constant
rotary speed, by filtering out only the low frequency motor current oscillations and by computing the
time derivative of that signaI. When the bit sticks this derivative will be constant in value. When the
bit slips, however, the filtered current derivative changes sinusoidally in time. Of course, this "ad
hoc" method will only be successful if the noise level at low frequencies in small compared to the
signalievelof interest.

Sometimes, however, it will not be possible to estimate the parameters without slip/stick motion
occurring. Therefore, the recursive estimation scheme is presented in Section 5.2. The recursive
algorithms can be used to detect slip/stick motion which will result in estimating parameter
fluctuations. Recursive parameter estimation can also be useful when the dynamic parameters are
expected to vary during drilling operations. The static friction component and bit damping
coefficient, for instance, may very weIl vary. This parameter variation can be tracked by recursive,
parameter estimation.

Recursive estimation algorithms, however, have a major drawback. In order to estimate parameters
on-line, the process must be persistently excited. It can easily be understood that, for instance when a
step response is applied to a weIl damped system, after a period of time no dynamic behaviour can be
observed. Then estimating dynamic parameters recursively will evidently be an impossible task. In
more mathematical tenns, the system must be sufficiently excited to ensure that the prediction error
gradients that are computed in the estimation algorithms, do not become ilI-conditioned. When a
control system is present, and thus the applied rotary speed varies, the time variant behaviour of the
process can be tracked using the recursive algorithms.

As recursively estimated parameters will be smoothly time varying, it becomes hard to detennine
exactly which linear model is valid in the slip or stick phases. To distinguish the stick model from the
slip model, a recursive parameter estimation scheme through multiple models is presented in Section
5.3.
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Throughout Chapter 5, a distinction will be made between the estimation of a discrete time or
continuous time model. Basically, as measured data is handled on a computer in discrete time by
means of measured sampled signais, time discrete models are sufficient to describe the system. For
designing a control system, a time discrete model is also sufficient. As the STR system however, is
tuned by means of physical parameter.s in continuous time and more a-priori infonnation can be
entered in the estimation schemes using parameters that have physical significance, time continuous
parameter estimation is relevant. In the next sections, it will become dear that time continuous
parameters can be estimated using a modified version of the algorithms designed for discrete time
estimation.
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5.1 Linear SISO parameter estimation.
In this section, the problem of estimating the dynamic parameters of the rotary system will he
discussed, assuming the system is operating in a working point where linearisation is allowed and no
slip/stick motion occurs. When no slip/stick is present, the system can be represented by a linear,
time invariant, stochastic, SISO model of the ARMAX type.

Section 5.1.1 deals with the problem of estimating the time discrete parameters of the difference
equation when a discrete time model is preferred. In Section 5.1.2 it is shown how, based on the time
discrete estimation scheme, time continuous parameters can be estimated that have a physical
meaning.

5.1.1 Time discrete parameter estimation.

This section discusses how the parameters of a time discrete ARMAX model can he estimated. First,
consider the following general time discrete stochastic SISO model:

y(k) =H(z·l, ~) u(k) + v(k)
(35)

v(k) =N(z·l,~) e(k)

where ~ stands for the unknown time discrete parameter vector and e(k) denotes a zero mean white
noise sequence, called the "innovation". In analogy to the definition presented in Chapter 3, u(k) and
y(k) denote respectively the input signal value and output signal value at time instant (k). The
equation error is represented by v(k) and is modelled as a filtered zero mean white noise sequence
e(k). Hence, the time discrete transfer function of the process and noise filter are given by
H(q, mand N(q, m, respectively (for reasons of convenience, ~e time discrete delay shift operator
will be denoted by q).

To estimate the unknown parameter vector, first the one step ahead prediction of the model in (35)
must be known. The one step ahead predictor of a model is the value of the output signal that would
be predicted at time instant (k) knowing all previous measured input and output signals up to time (k
l) and the parameter vector ~ . For the general model structure of (35), the one step ahead prediction
is given by :

f\·l -1
y(kl~) =N (q,m H(q,~) u(k) + [1 - N (q,~)] y(k)

where y(kl~) denotes the predicted value of y(k), based on the parameter vector ~. The one step
ahead prediction error can now be defined as :

f\ -1 ·1
e(k) = y(k) - y(kl~) = - N (q,~) H(q,~) u(k) + N (q,m y(k)

(36)

(37)

The variabie e(k) represents the part of the output y(k) that cannot be predicted from the past data,
and is therefore called the innovation at time (k). The parameter vector that best describes the
process, based on the model of equation (35), is the parameter vector that in some sense minimises
the prediction error e(k). The prediction error can be found by substituting the parameter ~ in (37) by
its estimate.

In literature, several criteria can he found that determine what the "best" model should be, hence
which criterion should be used to find the best suited parameter vector (see Ref. [8], Section 7 for a
detailed list of criteria). The most widely used criterion, however, is the minimisation of the
prediction error in the least square sense.
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The following quadratic criterion is introduced for single output systems :

N
1 ~ 1 2

V on =N ~ 2' e (k,!n
N k=l

(38)

The criterion consists of minimising the sum of the prediction errors over a finite portion of N collected
data samples, in the least square sense.The best estimate of the unknown parameter vector is therefore
given by :

N
" min 1 ~ 1 2
~LS = 8 {N ~ 2' e (k,~)}

- k=l
(39)

In literature, different models and parameters structures have been studied in detail. Therefore,
different algorithms can be found that compute the optimum least square parameter vector based on
specific model structures as for instance : AR, MA, ARMA, ARX, ARARX, ARMAX and the more
general Prediction Error Model (PEM). In Ref. [8], specific model structures. are studied in detail. In
this Section, two specific model structures will be discussed : the ARMA model and the ARMAX
model. The ARMA model is discussed here because the least square estimator for an ARMA model
can be derived analytically and is a basic approach to estimation. The ARMAX model is studied,
because the rotary process under study, can be represented using an ARMAX structure (cf. Section
2).

For a general model of the ARMA type, equation (35) can be rewritten as follows :

~(q) I
y(k) = A u(k) + A e(k)

1 +.lt(q) 1 +.lt(q)
(40)

where e(k) stands for a zero mean white noise sequence, and the time discrete polynomials are define
in analogy with equation (32). Hence:

[I + A(q) ] y(k) =~(q) u(k) + e(k)

and thus :
y(k) = -al y(k-l) - a2 y(k-2)- - bna y(k-na) +

+ bI u(k-l) + b2 u(k-2) + + bnb u(k-nb) + e(k)

where na and nb are determined by the order of the difference equation. Now defining the time

discrete parameter vector:

and the regression vector:

T
W" (k) =[-y(k-l), -y(k-2), ..., -y(k-na), u(k-l), u(k-2), ... , u(k-nb)]

Then, the model of equation (42) can be rewritten as aso called "linear regression". For each
measured output sample it holds :
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(41)

(42)

(43) .

(44)

(45)
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with the following one step ahead prediction :

The innovation is given by :

1\ T
e(k) =y(k) - y(kl!!) =y(k) - ~ (k)!!

The parameter vector can thus be found in analogy with (39) :

N
1\ min 1 '" 1 T 2 }
!!LS = () {N ~ 2 [y(k) - ~ (k)!!]

- k=l

(46)

(47)

(48)

This equation can be solved analytically by differentiating with respect to!! and setting the result to
zero, provided the inverse regression matrix exists (the process that corresponds to the ARMA model
must be sufficiently excited). As (48) is an increasing quadratic function in !!, the optimal parameter
,,:ector becomes :

N -1

aLS = [~ L ~(k)~T(k) ]
k=l

N

~ L ~(k)y(k)
k=l

(49)

Equation (49) gives the basic least square algorithm to estimate dynamic parameters of a time
discrete ARMA model.

A general ARMAX model structure can be represented as follows :

1B(q) 1 + C(q)
y~k) =1 + A(q) u(k) + 1 + A(q) e(k)

with the following difference equation :

[1 + A(q)] y(k) =lB(q) u(k) + [1 + C(q)] e(k)

This model can be rewritten in the same form as equation (45) by defining the discrete parameter
vector:

and the pseudo regression vector:

(50)

(51)

(52)

T
~ (kl!!) =[-y(k-l), ..., -y(k-na), u(k-l), ... , u(k-nb), e(k-ll!!), ... , e(k-nc'!!)] (53)

Thus:

y(k) =~T(kl!!)!! + e(k) (54)

Equation (54) is known in literature as a pseudo linear regression. The term "pseudo" refers to the
fact that the prediction of (54) is not a linear regression, as the pseudo regression vector is a function
of the parameter vector, ~ =~(kl!!). This can easily be seen, when realising that the pseudo
regression vector contains the innovation vector [e(k-lI!!), ... , e(k-ncl!!)] which can not be measured

in practice, but can only be estimated.
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The best least square estimate of the parameter vector is given by :

N
A min I ~ I T 2
ftLS = e {N ~ '2 [y(k) - ~ (kift) ft] }

- k=1
(55)

(56)

Solving (55) is known in numerical analysis as a "nonlinear least-square" problem. In the software
package MATLAB. an iterative search routine known as the "Gauss-Newton method" is used to solve
equation (55) numerically. In the "Gauss-Newton method". the parameter vector is estimated over the
data set. and then the parameter vector is updated using the following iterative search routine:

N -I N

e(i+I) = e(i) _[.1 L (k e(i» T(k e(i» ] [_ 1. L (k e(i» e(k e(i»]
- - N ~.- ~ '- N ~.- '-

k=1 k=1

where superscript i denotes the i-th iteration of the estimation. The search routine is initialised as
follows. The initial estimate of the parameter vector is found. by first computing the best fitting
ARMA model in the least square sense over the whole dataset. The parameter vector is thus assumed
to be given by (43). now using (44) and (49) the best ARMA parameter ftab is found. Based on that

parameter vector. an estimation of the equation noise is computed using :

T
v(k) =y(k) - ~ab(k) ftab (57)

where. ~:(k) denotes the linear regression vector as defined in (44). Then. the noise model ftc can be

estimated using the least scheme (49) without input signal as follows :

Estimate:
T

v(k) = ~c(k) ftc + e(k)

with:
T

~ (k) =[v(k-I). v(k-2)•....• v(k-nc )]
c

ftc =[cl' c2•....• cnc]

Now the equation error residuals can be computed.

T
e(k) = v(k) - ~c<k) ftc

(58)

(59a)

(59b)

(60)

The initial estimate with which the iterative search routine is started. is given by the estimated
ARMA model parameters ftab and noise model ftc' The initial estimates of the equation error residuals

are given in (60).

Using this iterative search routine the parameters of the ARMAX can be estimated. Basedon the
estimation methods of ARMA and ARMAX models presented here. estimation of other model
structure parameters can be understood easily. A treatment of other model structures. can be found in
Ref.[8]
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5.1.2 Time continuous parameter estimation.

A generallinear continuous time model of the rotary process can be written in the following state
space fonn :

~(t) =F(n) ~(t) + G(n) y(t) + W(t)
(61)

y(t) =C ~(t) + e(t)

In equation (61) u(k) is the input signal, y(k) is the measured output and Wdenotes zero mean white
noise acting on the process states. Finally, e(t) is the output innovation noise, which is also assumed
to be zero mean white.

Assume that the dynamic behaviour of this system can be modelled using a parameter vector TI
containing some physical parameters that are unknown. Assume further that TI is sufficient to model
the entire process behaviour. The parameter vector, however, does not need to contain all the
physical parameters to model the dynamic behaviour if the system of equation (61) is partially
known. For instance, when the physical parameters of the drive system are known, TI may contain the
remaining, unknown drilIstring parameter, assuming the numerical values of the drive system have
already been entered in equation (61). Furthennore, it is assumed that the physical parameter vector
components are not over dimensioned, and suffïcient to model the remaining, unknown part of the
process. Hence, TI contains physical parameters that fully describe the remaining, unknown part of
the process in a unique fashion.

Mter converting the model of equation (61) to the discrete time, as shown in Section 3.1, equation
(26) and (27), the following time discrete state space model is found :

~(k+1) =A(n) ~(k) + B(n) y(k) + w(k)
(62)

y(k) =C ~(k) + e(k)

where w(k) and e(k) stand for the sampled values of W(t) and e(t). The optimum observer of the
system described in equation (62) is given by the weil known Kalman filter. Defining the Kalman
gain K(n) (which is evidently a function of the parameter vector) the time discrete state space
equation tums into :

~(k+ I) = A(n) ~(k) + B(n) y(k) + K(n) e(k)
(63)

y(k) = C ~(k) + e(k)

Now the time discrete transfer function of (63) tums into :

y(k) = H(q,n ) u(k) + N(q,n) e(k)

with : H(q,n ) = C [qI - A(n)r 1 B(n)

N(q,n ) = C [qI - A(n)r 1 K(n) + 1

(64)

(65)

Instead of computing the Kalman gairi, which involves solving the Ricatti equation, the Kalman gain
is estimated. It can easily be understood, that, for a SISO process, the model of (64) and (65) tums
into an ARMAX model. This coincides nicely with the physical model derived in Section 2.
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This shows that the physical model given by (61) can be tumed into the discrete transfer function
model given by (64). The physical parameter vector TI can, therefore, be estimated using the same
procedures as described in Section 5.1.1. Hence, the optimum physical parameter in the least square
sense, is therefore given by :

N

" min 1 "" 1 2
ULS = U {N ::; 2 e (k,U)} (65)

where the equation error in (65) is given by (37) and the transfer functions in (37) are related via (65)
and (63) to (61), where evidently equation (27) must hold.

It should he noted here that the relationship between the Kalman gain of the time discrete model (63)
and its continuous time counterpart is not obvious. However, for small time intervals the following
approximation can be used (cf. MATLAB Identification Tooibox Manual).

ts

K = f [exp(F't) Kldt

o
where K stands for the Kalman gain of the continuous time model. The structure of K(U) can be
descrihed based on the physical model after decoupling equation (l0) into :

y(t) = C .!(t) + eet)

(66)

(67)

cvr(t) denotes the reference rotary speed set by the driller and T(t) denotes the random torque

fluctuations acting on the process, statie losses in torque are neglected here). The physical Kalman
gain can therefore be parametrised according to Giu), which is a measure for the noise on the

process states in equation (67).

The previous discussion shows that, basically, the same procedure can be used in order to estimate U
in the time continuous case, as !! in the time discrete case. Minimisation of the criterion (65) is,
however, more difficult because of the transformation from continuous to discrete time involved. To
solve that problem, two approaches are possible. Firstly, the relationship between (65) and (61) can
he derived analytically for a given parameter vector U using an approximation for the model
conversion as described in Section 3.1. Secondly, the model conversion from time continuous to time
discrete and the computation of (65) can be handled numerically by iterative search. The MATLAB
Identification Tooibox can be used to estimate physical parameters in continuous time using the
MF2TH and PEM commands. For more practical information, refer to the MATLAB Identification
Tooibox manual.
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5.2 Recursive SISO parameter estimation.

In this section the problem of recursive estimation is discussed. The recursive estimation schemes are
based on the Kalman approach for ARMAX model types. The recursive algorithms presented here
can be used to deal with time varying behaviour of the rotary process due to slip/stick motion.

In paragraph 5.2.1, the problem of estimating the recursive time discrete ARMAX parameters is
discussed. Section 5.2.1 shows how, based on the time discrete algorithm, continuous time
parameters can be estimated.

5.2.1 Time discrete recursive estimation.

As already discussed earlier in this report, the rotary process under study can be represented by an
ARMAx model set in the time discrete case. In Section 5.1.1 it has been shown that an ARMAX
model can be rewritten as a pseudo linear regression. In a time varying model set however, the
ARMAX parameters are considered to be time varying and must be estimated on-line, at each
measured time instant. In order to estimate the time varying ARMAX parameters, the true parameter
vector is postulated to vary in a random fashion. The following set of difference equations can be
obtained:

ft(k+ 1) = ft(k) + ~(k)

(68)

y(k) = ~J?(k) ft(k) + e(k)

where ft(k) denotes the time discrete ARMAX parameter vector at time instant (k) and y(k) is the
measured output signal at time instant (k). The pseudo linear regression vector is given by ~(k) and
defined according to (59). Note that ~(k) is essentially dependent on the "true" parameter vector ft
(cf. equation (61». As clearly ft is unknown, it is approximated by its previous estimate
A
ft(k-l), hence:

A
~(k) = ~(klft(k-l»

The noise in the parameter vector ~(k) and the innovation e(k) are assumed to be Gaussian zero
mean white noise sequences with the following expectations and covariances :

(69)

E{~(k)} =Q E{e(k)}=0
(70)

where E{ x} denotes the statistical expectation of x, and thus E{ xxT} stands for the covariance of x.
Rw and Re in equation (70) stand for the covariances of the parameter- and output noise sequences.

The elements of ~(k) are assumed to be mutually independent and thus Rw is a diagonal matrix.

Now taking a closer look at equation (68) and realising that the parameter vector ft(k) can be
interpreted as the state vector of the process defined in (68), with the corresponding output signal
y(k), it can be realised that the optimum observer of equation (68) is given by the Kalman filter. As

A
however, the pseudo regression vector ~(k) is dependent on ft(k-l), the set described in (68) is non-
linear, and therefore a so-called Extended Kalman filter type of estimation must be applied to (68).

Evidently, as a recursive estimation scheme is desired, the optimum parameter vector can be
observed on-line by using the recursive variant of the Kalman filter. To discuss the Kalman filter
theory in detail and derive the recursive variant of the filter clearly lies beyond the scope of this study
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and will therefore be omitted. For more information of the Kalman filter theory, the reader is referred
to literature (e.g. Ref.[W]).

Applying the Kalman filter to the problem of equation (68) results in the following adaptive
estimation scheme :

Kalman gain adaptation :

Prediction error covariance :

Prediction error adaptation :

Parameter vector adaptation :

P(k) = P(k-l) + Rw - K(k) ~T(k) P(k-I)

e(k) = y(k) - ~T(k)~(k_l)

1\ 1\
~(k) = ~(k-l) + K(k) e(k)

(71a)

(71b)

(7Ic)

(7Id)

In equation (71) X(k) denotes the prediction error gradient :

~(kJe) 1\

~(k) = a~ I~=~(k-I) (72)

One problem however, remains to be discussed. The recursive equation (71) requires the knowledge
of the pseudo regression vector ~(k). As already discussed in Section 5.1.1, this pseudo regression
vector contains the previous values of the equation error residuaIs. The equation error residual e(k) is
defined as:

with:

e(k) = y(k) - ~T(k) ~(k)

T
~(k) = [ -y(k-I), ..., -y(k-na), u(k-l), ..., u(k-"b)' e(k-l), ..., e(k-nc)]

1\ 1\ 1\ " " 1\ 1\ T
~(k) = [ al (k), ... ,ana(k), Dl(k), ...,onb(k), Cl(k), ... ,cnc(k)]

(73a)

(73b)

(73c)

In the recursive equation (71), however, this residual does not correspond to the prediction error e(k)
which is given by :

e(k) = y(k) - ~T(k) ~(k-I) (74)

1\
with ~(k) defined as in (73). The equation error residual can be computed once ~(k) has been
estimated. With this definition of the residuaI, the prediction error gradient is defined by (see Section
10.3 in Ref.[8]) :

(75)
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The whole recursive ARMAX routine turns ioto :

T
Yl(k) =[-y(k-l), ..., -y(k-na), u(k-l), ..., u(k-"b), e(k-l), ..., e(k-nc)]

T -1
K(k) = [P(k-l) ~(k)] [Re + ~ (k) P(k-l) ~(k)]

P(k) = P(k-l) + Rw - K(k) ~T(k) P(k-l)

T A
e(k) =y(k) - Yl (k)!!(k-l)

A A
!!(k) =!!(k-l) + K(k) e(k)

e(k) =y(k) - YlT(k) ~(k)

k=k + 1

(76a)

(76b)

(76c)

(76d)

(76e)

(76f)

(76g)

(76h)

In the recursive equations (76), the choice of the covariance matrices define the steady state
behaviour of the filter. Choosing a large vaIue of Re' means that much noise is expected on the

output signaI which results in a slow adaptation. Choosing a large covariance matrix Rw, however,

will result in a fast adaptation as the parameters are assumed to vary quickly.

The aIgorithm presented above, is known in literature as the Recursive Maximum Likelihood
ARMAX estimation scheme and it can be shown that the estimation scheme is cIosely related to the
extended Kalman filter algorithm (cf.Ref.[IO]). It can be.shown (Ref.[8]) that this recursive algorithm
can also be derived starting with the iterative search aIgorithm presented in Section 5.1.1 in case of
non-varying dynamics.
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5.2.2 Time continuous recursive estimation.

In order to estimate a number of time continuous parameters that have a physical meaning, a
recursive estimation scheme can he designed that looks much like the recursive estimation scheme
discussed in the previous section. In Section 3.1 and 5.1.2 it has already been mentioned that the
physicai state-space time-continuousequations can be turned into a time discrete ARMAX model in
the case only one output is measured. Using a same derivation for the time continuous model into
discrete time and writing the time discrete model into a pseudo linear regression, the following set of
equations can he obtained in analogy with the previous section.

n(k+l) =n(k) + ~(k)

(77)

y(k) =W-T(k) ~(n(k)} + e(k)

In (77) an arbitrary physical time continuous parameter vector n(k) is postulated to vary in a random
fashion. The time discrete output of that system can he written as a pseudo linear regression using a
pseudo regression vector W-(k) and a time discrete parameter vector ~(k) which is the time discrete
counterpart of the time continuous parameter vector n(k). Clearly, both the pseudo regression and the
time discrete parameter vector are dependent on n(k), hence:

~(k) = ~(n(k)}

W-(k) = W-(kl~(k-I» = w-(kl~{n(k-I)})

(78a)
(78b)

Now assuming the time discrete noise sequences acting on the parameter vector and the output signal
are Gaussian zero mean white noise sequences, and :

E{~(k)} =Q E{e(k)} =0
(79)

the problem of estimating the system given by (77) looks very much like the problem discussed in
Section 5.2.1. Indeed the same recursive estimation scheme of the Kalman filter can be applied to the
problem of (77), however, with same modifications. Clearly, the physical parameter must be
estimated and not the time discrete parameter vector. Instead of using the gradient of the prediction
error in the time discrete case, the time continuous prediction error gradient must be computed. The
gradient of the prediction error in the time continuous case is given by (assuming np time continuous

parameters are estimated by means of nq time discrete parameters):

as as T
~(k) = [ ~T(k) a~1 , .•• , ~T(k) all~p]

with X(k) defined as in (75) and where the i-th parameter gradient is given by :

(80)

(81)

In order to compute the continuous time prediction error gradient, the relationship between the time
discrete parameters and time continuous parameters must be known. This relationship can be found
as follows. From the transfer function definition and the relationship between the discrete- and
continuous time state space matrices it follows for the one step ahead prediction :
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1\ -1
y(k1n) =C [qI - A(n)] B(n) g(k) (82)
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With y(k) defined as [Vr(k) T(k)]T as in Section 2 and 5.1.2. The state space matrices are coupled

according to (see Section 3.1) :

A(n) = exp{F(n) ts}

(83)
-1

B(n) =F (n) [exp{F(n) ts} - I ] G(n)

with the continuous state space matrices defined according to the physical model presented in Section
2. Approximating the exponential function by a (small) number of Taylor series components (cf.
(27». the time discrete parameters ~ can be derived analytically as a function of the unknown
physical parameters n. Thus the prediction error gradient can be parametrised using n. It should be
noted here. however. that deriving the relationship between ~ and n can be very time consuming for a
physical model with a large number of DMS sections. and must be done before the estimation can be
perforrned. In Appendix C two methods are de.rived to compute the parameter gradients.

Once the relationship between time discrete and time continuous parameters is known. the desired
parameter vector n and its discrete time counterpart ~ can be estimated using the recursive estimation
scheme presented in Section 5.2.1. More specifically :

The whole recursive routine tums into :

T
~(k) =[-y(k-l) ..... -y(k-na). u(k-l) ..... u(k-%). e(k-l) • .... e(k-nc)]

(Je (Je T
ç(k) =[xT(k)~ •...• XT(k)~]
- - u "'h - u Tl np

K(k) =[P(k-l) ~(k)] [Re + ~T(k) P(k-l) ~(k)] -1

P(k) =P(k-l) + Nw - K(k) Ç(k) P(k-l)

e(k) =y(k) - ~T(k)~(k-l)

1\ 1\

n(k) = n(k-l) + K(k) e(k)

1\ 1\

~(k) =~{n(k)}

e(k) =y(k) - ~T(k) ~(k)

k= k+ 1
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(84a)

(84b)

(84c)

(84d)

(84e)

(84f)

(84g)

(84h)

(84i)

(84j)
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5.3 Recursive parameter estimation through multiple modeis.

As already discussed in Section 5.2. the slip/stick motion that can basically be represented as a
switching mechanism of the process. can be tracked using a recursive parameter estimation scheme.
In Section 5.2.1 it has been shown that. using a Kalman filter approach. the discrete time model
parameters can be estimated recursively in order to track the switching of the process between slip
and stick phases. In the algorithm of 5.2.1. the Kalman gain will determine the tracking performance
of the filter. This Kalman gain is determined by the a-priori expected noise covariance of the output
signal in comparison with the expected covariance of the parameter change. A large Kalman gain
will improve the tracking ability of the filter. but will result in a high sensitivity to disturbances in the
output signal. The optimum choice for the Kalman gain thus results in a trade-off between noise
sensitivity and tracking performance.

It might be expected that the selection of the Kalman gain can be improved when using the
lmowledge that the system parameters are not random varying. but suddenly jump at a certain instant
and then remain constant for a while. Formally. instead of assuming the process parameters to be
random varying (eq.l).

ft(k+1) =!!(k) + ~(k) with (S5)

the parameter jumping characteristic can be introduced. The parameter covariance is expected to be
zero when the system does not jump. but when parameter jumps occur. the parameter covariance is
assumed to be equal to Rw' Tracking the system behaviour. results in an adaptive scheme through

multiple models as discussed in Ref.[9]. To estimate the process slip/stick behaviour. two different
models must be estimated in parallel. because at each time instant the effect of a possible jump in
parameter values must be considered. The procedure proposed in Ref.[9] consists in estimating at
each .time sample a number of models in parallel using the Kalman approach discussed in Section
5.2.1.

Suppose that the probability that the process parameters jump at time instant (k) is p. Further suppose
that the covariance of the parameter jump is given by Rw and the covariance of the output noise is

equal to Re :

!!(k+l) = !!(k) + ~(k)

(S6)

y(k) =W'T(k) !!(k) + eek)

with:

E{ e2(k)} =Re and

E{~(k)~T(k)} =Rw

E{ ~(k)~T(k)} =0

E{ eek) }=o

with probability p

with probability (l-p)

(S7a)

(S7b)

(S7c)

Anderson [9] proposes to estimate a number M of models at each time instant. using a Kalman filter
as described in Section 5.2.1. assuming no jump has occurred and then check afterwards which model
is the most probable. Hence for the i-th (i walks from I to M) model it holds :

Kalman gain adaptation :

Prediction error covariance :

Prediction error adaptation :

Parameter vector adaptation :

KSEPL. 31/0S/92

K.(k) = [P.(k-l) X(k)] [Re + XT(k) P.(k-l) X(k)] -11 1 _ _ 1 _

TP.(k) = P.(k-l) - K.(k) X (k) P.(k-l)
1 1 1 _ 1

T 1\
ei(k) = y(k) - W' (k)fti(k-l)

1\ 1\

!!lk) =!!lk-l) + Ki(k) ei(k)

(SSa)

(SSb)

(SSc)

(SSd)
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Now the a-posteriori probability of the i-th model can be computed assuming a Gaussian probability
function

- 2Cl.(k-l) e.(k)

Cli(k) = ~Di(k) exp[ - 2 ~i(k) ]

with: D.(k) = Re + :/(k) P.(k-l) x(k)1 _ 1 _

(89)

The estimated models must be reviewed in order to enter the process knowledge of jumping
parameters. First, the less likely of all Mmodels, e.g. the model with the smallest Cl i(k) is abolished.

In its place, a new model is introduced that has the same parameter values as the most likely of all
models (the model with the largest Cli(k». The prediction covariance of the new model is chosen to

be the sum of the jump covariance and the prediction covariance of the most likely model. The a
priori probability is set to p, the probability of the model jump. In other words, the less likely model
is supposed to have jumped to the most likely model, having obtained a new a posteriori probability
and a new prediction error covariance.

More mathematically, the selection procedure can be discribed as :

say: imax = mF {Cl/k)} (90a)

and: imin = mt {Cli(k)} (90b)

Then: P... (k) = Rw + Pi=imax(k) (9Oc)
I=umn

Cl... (k) = P (90d)1=lmm

1\ 1\

~j=imin(k) = ~j=imax(k) (90e)

This selection scheme can be elaborated by, for instance, choosing a minimum guarantied lifetime
for each model. Tben, a model is only abolished if it has lived long enough. If the model with the
smallest a posteriori probability has not yet lived long enough, the model with the next smallest
probability is chosen and updated.

Now the overall probability of the models can be computed :

Cl.(k)
- 1Clj(k)=-M"":""-

L Cl.(k)
i=! I

The best estimated mean parameter value now becomes :

M 1\

~ = L ëi.(k) ~.(k)
i=! I I

(91)

(92)

The mean parameter vector in equation (92), is the parameter that will be used to compute the
equation error residuals, the pseudo regression vector and the prediction gradient, fully analogous to
the equations (76).

The scheme of multiple model estimation and selection can be performed for all measured data
samples on-Hne. However, on-line estimation of two models in parallel may require considerable
computation effort. Especially the estimation of the Kalman filters is time consuming. The algorithm
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presented here will, therefore, presumably only be possible for off-line detection of the slip/stick
transition. In an off-line algorithm, after all the models have been estimated for the measured data
set, segments of data can he selected by at each time instant choosing the model with the highest
probability. The best estimate for the models can be found by choosing the last parameter value of
the model within the time interval where it is most likely. This parameter vector is now assumed to
be the best suited to represent the process within the selected time interval.

It can easily be seen that, although the algorithm presented here initiaUy applies to the problem of
time discrete parameter estimation, the algorithm can be modified to estimate time continuous
parameters in analogy with the discussion in 5.2.2. In the equation presented in this section the
continuous time prediction error gradient 1;, should be used to estimate time continuous parameters

instead of the time discrete parameter gradient X. Evidently, to estimate multiple time continuous

modeis, the analytical relation between time continuous and time discrete parameter vector is needed,
as already was mentioned in 5.2.2.
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5.4 Parameter estimation in c10sed loop

As in practical situations the estimated parameters of the process will be used to tune the "Soft
Torque Rotary" control system, the question whether the process parameters can be estimated when
the control system is present will be discussed in this Section. In identification literature, the problem
of parameter estimation in closed loop has been given much study, as it is not always a
straightforward extension of the open loop case.

When estimating parameters in closed loop the following different cases can be distinguished :

1. Direct versus indirect parameter estimation.
2. Estimation with and without applying an extemal

perturbation.

In indirect parameter estimation, a model of the closed loop transfer function is estimated. When the
whole closed loop transfer function is estimated, the open loop transfer function can be computed
based on the controller transfer function. which is assumed to be known. As indirect parameter
estimation would require the estimation of more parameters, only direct parameter estimation will be
considered here.

Now consider the configuration of fig.12 where a SISO stochastic process is fed back by means of a
controller.

elk)

n(k)

)--.......---+ y(k)

Fig. 12 : Process and controller structure.

Now define the following transfer functions in the discrete time:

Yt(k) iE(z·l) N z.l _ nIk' _ C(z-l)
Hp(z-l)= u(k)-A(z.l) and ()-~-A(z-l) (93)

where A(z-l) iE(z-l) and C(z-l) represent the discrete time ARMAX polynomials. Let the controller

transfer function to be given by :

(94)

where .8(z·l) and ~(z·l) represent the controller polynomials. Assume further that the feedback signal

u(k) can be measured without noise. When one and the same computer is used to implement the
controller and generate an input signal, this assumption is valid. In this case, the knowledge of the
controller transfer function is unnecessary as it does not provide more information.
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Estimation without external perturbation

When no external perturbation is applied to the system, the reference set point is constant. Without
loss of generality the set point may he assumed to be zero. The parameters of the process can only be
estimated uniquely if a number of specific conditions are satisfied. Consider the case where a non
parametric estimation method as frequency or correlation analysis is used to estimate the parameters
of the configuration in fig.12 Measuring the relationship between y(k) and u(k) would result in
measuring the negative inverse transfer function of the controller as :

and thus :

u(k) - N(z-l) HC(z-l)

e(k) =1 + Hp(z·l) Hc(z·l)
and

~ N(z·l)
e(k) = 1+ Hp(z·l) HC(z-l)

(95)

~
~_~ __-_1_

. u(k) - u(k) - HC(z-l)
e(k)

(96)

Note however that if the noise free output of the system could be measured, the process could be
identified using Yt(k)/u(k) =[y(k)-n(k)]/u(k). Therefore in closed loop parameter estimation. the

knowledge of the noise filter must be used. This can be done using the parametrised ARMAX model
discussed earlier.

A system is suid to be parameter identifiabie when the estimated values of the dynamic parameters
converge to the "true" process parameters when a infinite number of samples are used during
estimation. To ensure that the parameters of a system in closed loop are identifiabie, the following
conditions must be satisfied, when no external perturbation is applied on ur(k).

The first condition is sufficient excitation. In order to estimate the whole relevant dynamic behaviour
of the process, all the process states must be sufficiently excited as in the open loop case. The
difference with the open loop case, however, is due to the fact that no perturbation is applied to the
set point. The process noise must therefore sufficiently excite all the process states during estimation.
An ad hoc method to overcome this problem, is to wait until the process is sufficiently excited in a
certain time interval and only estimate the process parameters during that interval. Sufficient
excitation can easily be checked by a supervising algorithm that decides whether estimation will be
performed or not. based on the rank of the regression matrix. .

The second condition for identifiability is that the dynamic orders of process and noise models must
be known exactly. That this condition must be fulfilled can easily be understood as follows. Using the
ARMAX model of the process :

(97)

Entering the controller equation in (97) gives :

(98)

Now extend the equation with an arbitrary polynomial Jl(z·l) :

(99)
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And after rewriting the equation :

this leads to :

* * * *A (z-I) y(k) = ~ (z·l) u (k) + C (z·l) e(k)

with:

.14*(z-I) = [A(z·l) + J!(z·I)].8(z·l)

~*(z·l) =[~(z·I).8(z·l) - J!(z-I)~(z·I)]

* .8(z-l)
u (k)= - ~(z.l) y(k)

* C(z-I)
C (z-I) =-

.8(z-l)

This shows, that the process and noise transfer functions Hp(z·l) and N(z·l) can be replaced by ;

(101)

(102)

(103)

where, J!(z-I) is an arbitrary polynomiaI. Note that the transfer functions can be replaced without

changing the actual input, output or noise sequences. Parameter estimation in c10sed loop therefore
requires the knowledge of the exact orders of the process as these cannot be estimated in c10sed loop.

The last identifiability condition is determined by the controller. To estimate all the process
parameters, the dynamic order of the controller must be larger than or equal to the dynamic order of
the process, to ensure that no linear dependent set of equations is obtaÏned. To estimate the dynamic
parameters involved, the elements of the regression vector must be linearly independent to ensure a
unique minimum of the least squares error criterion. In the previous sections it has been shown that,
using the pseudo Hnear regression nolation it holds :

y(k) = ~(k) .e = -al y(k-l) - - ~a y(k-na) + bi u(k-l) +...+ bob u(k-nb)

+c I e(k-l) + + coc e(k-nc) (104)

Due to the presence of the controller, however, there is a relationship between the elements of ~(k).

(Assume the controller is parametrised using nd numerator and np denominator polynomial

coefficients):

u(k-l) = -PI u(k-2) - ... -Pop u(k-np-l) - dl y(k-l)- ... -~d y(k-nd- l ) (105)

Therefore, u(k-l) is linearly dependent of the other elements in ~(k) if np ~ nb-l and nd ~ na-I. In

this case the least square error function has no unique minimum. The minimum is only unique if np ~

nb or nd ~ na. The order of the controller must therefore be larger than or equal to the order of the
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process dynamics. It should he noted here. however. that this condition needs not be satisfied when
the controller is (sufficiently) time variant. The dependency of the regression vector can aIso be
overcome when a sufficient delay time is introduced in the feedback. For more specific details refer
to Ref.[II].

It should be noted here. that although the condition of Iinear dependency has been discussed in the
discrete time case. it also holds in the case of continuous time controllers and/or continuous time
parameter estimation. Even when a continuous time controller is present and continuous time modeIs
are estimated. this will be done based on measured data samples. The problem of linearly dependent
input/output data remains.

If all the three conditions mentioned abüve are fulfiIIed. the parameter estimation can proceed as in
the open loop case by measuring u(k) and y(k).

Estimation with external perturbation

When the c10sed loop process is sufficiently excited by means of a varying set point. the only
condition for a uniquely detennined parameter vector is that the perturbation must be uncorrelated
with the process disturbances e(k). When extemaI excitation is applied. it holds :

(106)

Substitution of the controller equation results in :

(107)

Now cancelling the controller polynomiaI 6P(z-l) results in :

(108)

If the input signaI is sufficientlY rich in infonnation. no problems occur do to Iinear dependencies in
the regression vector. as the regression vector not only contains the Iinearly dependent outputs
sequences of the controller but also the applied disturbances. Note further that from the previous
equations it follows that the applied disturbances need not be measured and that the controller needs
not be known when the input signaI of the process u(k) is measured. In case of varying set point. the
only conditions that must be fulfilled is the conditions of sufficient set point excitation. When these
assumptions are valid. the process can be identified in c10sed loop as in open loop. It can be showri,
however. (see Ref.[ll]) that even when the set point is varying during estimation, the order of the
process dynamics cannot be detennined uniquely and must therefore be known.

Revièwing the conditions mentioned above for the rotary process, assuming the "Soft torque rotary"
control system to be present as developped at KSEPL. the following might be said with respect to
parameter estimation in c10sed loop.

Firstly. the general identifiability condition is fulfilled. based on physical modeIling the exact order
of process and noise dynamics are known. Secondly. identification without set point variation is not
advisable. The condition of sufficient process excitation due to torque on bit f1uctuation is not
fulfilled a-priori. The exact nature of torque-on-bit f1uctuations is yet unknown. Furthermore. the
dynamic order of the "soft toque rotary" system is not large enough to ensure that linear independent
dynamic equations are obtained. (Note however that if in the future a self tuning STR system would
he used. the controller might ensure independency. the problem of c10sed loop estimation should than
be reconsidered using more knowledge of the specific controller).

For parameter estimation in c10sed loop. it is therefore advisable to excite the process using a varying
set point whenever one desires to tune the control system. When the reference rotary speed is
sufficiently varied in a certain time intervals. both the time variant and time invariant estimation
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schemes described earlier in this chapter can directly be applied. It would even be advisable to
estimate the process parameters when the STR system is present, as the process then is not assumed
to perform slip/stick motion and may therefore be considered to be linear, time invariant over a
reasonable period of time.
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6. Simulation results of parameter estimation schemes

In order to compare the parameters estimation schemes presented in chapter 5, some simulation
results are presented in this chapter. The parameter estimation schemes are compared using the a
priori model of the scale process using the parameter values given in Appendix B.

6.1 Discrete time model estimation

This section is focussed on estimating the discrete time ARMAX model parameters of the process.
The estimation schemes presented in 5.1.1,5.2.1 and 5.3 are used.

Time invariant estimatioQ

In the fITSt simulation, the time invariant parameter estimation scheme of section 5.1.1 is considered.
The linear model of the scale process (Appendix B) is used in the simulations. No slip/stick motion is
simulated. The motor voltage is assumed to vary in a random fashion around a constant set point
value of 8üV. Fig. 13 shows the applied motor voltage variation which consists of a low pass filtered
random white noise sequence, to ensure that the process is sufficiently excited. The motor current
was measured as process output. The measured motor current is shown in fig. 14. DUTing estimation,
random torque on bit fluctuations are applied as process noise.

Applied mmor 'o'ohage Iv I
120-~-_-~_-_-::"""-__~ ,

20

0(':-)--:----:"1(::-,-:':"15-72(-)----:2":""5--=--JO----,-)-:-5-4~O-~45-.......JlO

Fig.13 : Applied motor voltage.

momr currenr IA I
OJ.--~-_- ....,.---__~~ ----,

Fig.14 : Measured motor current.

In case of slip, the a-priori ARMAX model of the process described in Appendix B is given by the
following difference equation :

I(k) = - al I(k-I) - a2I(k-2) - a3 I(k-3) - a4 I(k-4) +

+ bi V(k-l) + b2 V(k-2) + b3 V(k-3) + b4 V(k-4) + bs
+ Cl e(k-I) + c2 e(k-2) + c3 e(k-3) + c4 e(k-4)

(109)

where I(k) represents the motor current output signal, V(k) stands for the applied motor voltage input
signal and e(k) denotes a random noise sequence. Note that in the equation above, a constant in
current is specifically estimated together with the dynamic parameters by means of bso This constant

was estimated, to deal with the loss in sliding friction that occurs at the bit.' A 20 Hz sample
frequency is used in the simulation.

Using the motor voltage of fig.6.1.1 as input signal and the motor current of fig.6.1.2 as output
signal, the parameters of equation (109) were estimated. Table I summarises the estimation results
that were obtained using the time invariant discrete estimation scheme described in 5.1.1. In table I,
the true values of the ARMAX parameters are compared with the estimated parameter values. Table
I also shows the estimated covariances of the estimated parameter values.
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Table 1 : True and estimated discrete time ARMAX parameters.

Parameter True value Estimated value Variance

al -2.3503 -2.3512 0.0008
a2 1.7085 1.7098 0.0010
a3 -0.3557 -0.3560 0.0003
a4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
bI 0.0208 0.0208 0.0000
b2 -0.0621 -0.0621 0.0000
b3 0.0619 0.0620 0.0000
b4 -0.0206 -0.0206 0.0000
b5 0.9549E-4 0.0001 0.0000
cl 0.5733 0.5729 0.0021
c2 0.0933 0.0938 0.0006
c3 -0.0387 -0.0394 0.0006
c4 -0.0041 -0.0060 0.0018

Table 1 shows that the estimated parameter values coincide very well with their true values. To test
the perfonnance of the estimated model, a validation simulation was perfonned. During the
validation experiment, a filtered random motor voltage was applied bath to the true process of
appendix B and the estimated difference equation. Again the process was corrupted with a random
torque on bit noise. Fig.15 shows the difference between the motor current of the true process ~(k)

and its predicted output based on the estimated difference equation lik) :

v(k) =~(k) - le(k)

In fig.6.1.5 the estimated equation error is shown. The equation error was obtained after filtering the
output error v(k) with the inverse of the estimated noise filter:

e(k) = - ~1 e(k-l)-~2 e(k-2)-~3 e(k-3)-~4 e(k-4) + $1 v(k-l)+$2 v(k-2)+$3 v(k-3)+$4 v(k-4)

.() 0150;------:---::10:----:'1~=----:2;-;:-0-2-:-::~--::':30:----::'3~~-4O~~4~---.J50

0'01~1
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I
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I
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Fig.15 : Output error for the validation set.
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The results of Table 1 and the equation error for the validation set in figl6 clearly show that the
estimation scheme of section 5.1.1 can very weil be used to estimated the discrete time parameters of
the rotary process. However. the estimation scheme of 5.1.1 wiU only give unbiased parameters when
the system operates in a linear working point (hence. slip/stick motion does not occur) and model
errors are small.

Furthermore. during simulation tests it was shown that in order to obtain good estimation results. a
sufficiently long data set must be used for estimation. Using a small data set often resulted in large
output errors. Due to the fact that the system has two discrete poles very close to the unit circle. a
smal1error in estimated parameter valuesresults in a significantly different dynamic behaviour. In
extreme situations. the estimated parameters have resulted in an unstable model. although the
estimated parameters showed only a 10% error with their true values. In practical situations. the
model found must therefore be checked for stability and validated with an extra experiment.

TIme variant estimatioQ.

To test the estimation performance of the recursive estimation scheme presented in section 5.2.1. the
following simulation tests were performed. In the rrrst simulation. the system is assumed to be linear
and thus no slip/stick motion is simulated to test the tuning ability of the estimation scheme. In
analogy with the time invariant case. a filtered random motor voltage is applied to the simulation
model. The torque on bit is set to vary in an random fashion. Measuring the motor voltage and motor
current as input and output signals. the discrete time ARMAX parameters of the system are estimated
using the recursive scheme of equation (76).

Fig.17 shows the error between the estimated A(q) and ~(q) parameter and their true values. The

parameters of noise polynomial C(q) are not shown. but were estimated. The following covariances

were used during estimation.
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Fig.17 Error in the estimated A(q) and ~(q) parameters.

During the estimation. at each time instant the difference between the true motor current and its one
step-ahead predicted value is computed. The measured motor current and the one-step-ahead
prediction error (cf equation (74» and during the estimation is shown in fig.18 and fig.19.
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Fig.I8 : Measuredmotor current [A] Fig.I9 : One-step-ahead predicrion error [A]

From fig.I6 to I~ it can be seen that the recursively estimated parameter values converge to their true
vaJues in the case that no slip/stick motion occurs. The convergence rate of the parameters is mainly
determined by the vaJues of the output noise and parameter noise covariances that were used during
the estimation (see also section 5.2.1). The parameter estimarion scheme discussed in section 5.1.1
can thus be used to estimate the discrete time parameters of the process when no slip stick motion
occurs. The algorithm was aJso tested on its ability to track slowly time varying dynamic behaviour.
During the tracking test, the dynamic behaviour of the motor was slowly varied in time. Simulations
have shown that the estimation algorithm is suited to track the slow parameter variation. Evidently,
the tracking ability of the estimation scheme is determined by the choice of the parameter and noise
covariances. The results of the simulation will not be presented here in more detail.

In the second simulation, the problem of detecting slip/stick motion is studied. To detect the jumping
in parameter vaJues that are expected when slip/stick motion occurs, the algorithm presented in
section 5.3 is used. A filtered random noise sequence was applied to motor voltage. The torque on bit
fluctuations were reaJised by simulating slip/stick motion.

In order to track the process slip/stick morion the ARMA parameters of a fourth order difference
equation (and a constant) were esrimated using the scheme of equation (76). Table 2 summarises the
true parameter values of the difference equation in slip and stick case.

d . krT bi 2 Ta e rue parameter va ues In s lP an stJc case.
TruevaJues True values

Parameter rSLIPl rSTICK}

al - 2.1069 - 1.1251
a2 1.2474 0.1265
a3 - 0.1262 0.0001
a4 0.0001 0
bI 0.7574 0.7574
b2 - 2.2290 - 1.4854
b3 2.2049 0.0743
b4 - 0.7329 0
b5 0.9549 0
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Note that before estimation. the motor voltage is scaled by 100 and that aiO Hz sample frequency
was used. Therefore. the parameter values presented in table 2 in case of slip differ from the values
given in table 1.

In fig.19. the estimated values of the discrete time transfer function parameters are shown. Fig.20
shows the corresponding bit angular velocity.
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Fig.19 : Estimated jumping parameters. Fig.20: Corresponding bit angular velocity.

Although a small jump in parameter values can be seen in fig. 19 and comparing fig.19 and fig.20
shows that the parameter jumps correspond quite weIl with the slip and stick phases, the algorithm
described in section 5.3 is not found to be suited to detect slip/stick motion. In order to obtain the

parameter jumps shown in fig.19. a very small (10-8
) output noise covarianee had to be assumed.

Furthermore, the initial parameter values were chosen to be the exact values of the stick model. The
probability of a jump had to be set to 50% and the exact covarianee of the parameter jumps was used.
When more realistic values were used. bath the estimated slip and stick model parameters converged
to a value very close to the true values in case of slip. However, both estimated models were
unstable.

The main reason that the algorithm of section 5.3 (that was found to work satisfactory when tested on
a fust order system with jumping parameters) fails to detect the slip/stick transition is a result of the
process dynamies. Oue to the fact that the process is poorly damped, a small variation in estimated
parameters. results in a significant change in dynamie behaviour of the estimated model. Moreover
due to the unstable nature of the process in case of slip/stick and the fact that the estimated slip
model has too much degrees of freedom in case of stick, a very good one-step-ahead prediction can
be obtained bath in the case of slip and stick using only a small change in parameters. The algorithm
needs therefore not adapt its parameters much in order to obtain a good one-step-ahead prediction.

To show this, the a-priori model in case of slip was estimated recursively using a very small
parameter covarianee (in agreement with the assumption Rw=O in section 5.3 when no jump occurs)
fn case of slip/stick motion. Fig. 21 shows the estimated values of the parameters. Fig.22 shows the
corresponding bit angular velocity (a long stick period was used).
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Estimated parameters in case of slip/stick [Rw=le·S Re=le·S]
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Fig.21 : Estimated slip model in case of slip/stick motion.

In can he seen in fig.21 that in case of slip/stick transition, the estimated parameter values are not
adapted much. Furthermore, the estimated values of the parameters correspond quite weIl with the
values expected in case of pure slip (cf. table 2). When the estimated parameters are studied more
carefuIly, it can he seen that in fact the small variation in estimated parameter values result in
considerably different model hehaviour. In fig.23 the step responses of three estimated modeIs are
shown. Three estimated parameter vectors were chosen near a slip/stick transition.
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Fig.23 : Step response of three estimated modeIs.

Fig.23 clearly shows that three very different models were obtained with a very small difference in
parameter values. This is due to the fact that the discrete time poles/zeros of the system are near the
unit circle both in case of slip and stick as can he seen in fig.24.
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Fig.24a : Poles/zeros in case of slip. Fig.24b : Poles/zeros in case of stick.

That both the slip and stick model are very close can he seen when the poles/zeros of the drive
system are cancelled. As the drillstring has two distinct eigenvaJues that are poorly damped, the
process transfer function can he represented as a series of two transfer functions. Both in case of slip
and in case of stick a second order difference equation is obtained. Table 3 shows that the parameter
values of both models after drive cancellation are very close.

Table 3 : Discrete time parameters in case of slip and stick after cancellation of the drive
polynomials.

TruevaJues TruevaJues
Parameter rSLIPl rSTICKI

al -1.9942 -1.9910
a2 0.9983 0.9910
bI 1 1
b2 -1.9923 -1.9912
b3 0.9975 0.9923

In a attempt to distinguish the slip from the stick phase, the a-priori stick model was used. When
sticking occurs, the a-priori stick model is expected to converge weil. Now assuming the covariances
of the stick model parameters are chosen to be small (slow adaptation) the parameters of the stick
model will only show a small variation when the bit comes loose in case of slip. Furthermore, due to
the integrating character of the model in case of stick, a large prediction error will occur when the bit
comes loose. To track the switch over in case of slip, an offset was estimated together with the stick
model. The covariance of the offset was chosen to be large for quick adaptation. When the bit sticks,
the offset turns to zero, however, when the bit comes loose the large prediction error will follow in a
considerable adaptation of the offset.

When no stick occurs at all, the quickly adapted offset will change sinusoidally in time as the offset
will follow the steady state oscillations that occur. The parameters that model the system dynamics in
case of stick will he adapted at each time instant thus resulting in a relatively slow time varying
integrating system. Fig. 25 shows the estimated a-priori stick model parameters with offset in case of
slip/stick motion. Fig.26 shows the estimated a-priori stick model parameters in the linear case when
slip/stick motion does not occur.

From fig.25 and fig.26 it can he seen that estimation of the stick model gives the possibility to detect
the occurrence of slip/stick motion based on the adaptation of the offset. Simulations have shown that
detection based on a recursive stick model can he used provided the stick period is not too small.
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6.2 Continuous time model estimation

In this section, simulation results of the continuous time parameter estimation scheme presented in
5.1.2,5.2.2 are discussed. Where possible, the same simulation tests as in 6.1 are perfonned.

Time invariant estimation

In the first estimation, the Iinear continuous time model of the scale process is studied without
slip/stick motion. A fiItered random motor voltage was applied to the system in analogy with the
discrete time case. The torque on bit was assumed to vary in a random fashion. After measuring the
motor current and the motor voltage the estimation presented in 5.1.2 was used to estimate a number
of physical parameters. As not all relevant physical parameters can be estimated from measuring only
motor current, the parameters of the drive system are assumed to be known. The following
parameters were estimated :

ks -" Spring coefficient of the string. [Nm/rad]

Jb = Moment of inertia of the Bottom Hole Assembly. [Nms2/rad]

Bb = Viscous damping ration of the BHA. [Nms/rad]

Tsi
Constant loss factor at BHA. [rad/s2]

Jb =

In order to estimate the physical parameters given above, an initial guess of the parameters must be
entered in the estimation scheme. It can easily be seen that, if for instance all initial parameters are
set to zero, an unobservable system is obtained. As the discrete time dynamic behaviour of the
system is a complex function of the physical parameters, it is advisable to enter initial conditions that
are close to the expected parameter values. To deal with the torque on bit noise, the Kalman gain is
estimated together with the physical parameters. Table 4 and Table 5 show the estimation resuIts that
were obtained using two different data sets and two different initial parameter guesses.

Table 4 : First estimation of string physical parameters.

Parameter True parameter value Initial guess Final estimation
rafter! 0 iterations1

ks 0.0868 0.0868 0.0926

Jb 0.0529 0.0529 0.0563

Bb 1.0000E-3 1.0000E-3 0.0002

Tsl/Jb -7.5614 -7.5614 -6.9531

Loss : 5.084E-7
Kalman gain Kal_l 0 2.3352

Kal_2 0 -8.4599
Kal_3 0 6.0854
Kal 4 0 1.2498
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Table 5 : Second estimation of string physical parameters.

Parameter True parameter value Initial guess Final estimation
rAfter 10 iterationsl

ks 0.0868 0.1 0.0900
Jb 0.0529 0.04 0.0539
Bb l.ooooE-3 0.01 0.0003
TsVJb -7.5614 -7 -7.3771
Loss: 2.153E-7
Kalmangain Kal_I 0 2.3243

Kal_2 0 -8.3041
KaC3 0 3.9134
Kal 4 0 - 1.3361

Table 4 and 5 show that satisfactory resuIts can be obtained with the continuous time estimation
scheme presented in 5.2.1. The estimation resuIts are however very sensitive to the initially guessed
parameter values. Choosing bad initial values can result in slow parameter convergence. However, in
some cases choosing bad initial values will resuIt in the estimation of a unstable system (this may
occur for instance when a small value of the damping coefficient is chosen). In some cases the
estimation scheme may even not converge at all.

Due to the fact that the minimised prediction error criterion may be a very complex function of the
physical parameters, strange resuIts may occur when bad initial estimates are chosen. The estimation
of physical parameters may therefore require interaction from the user during estimation.

Time variant estimation

To test the continuous time estimation scheme presented in section 5.2.2, the following simulation
was perforrned. Fully analogous to the estimation of the discrete time model, a filtered random signal
is applied to the motor voltage. The torque on bit is assumed to vary in a random fashion. No
slip/stick motion was simulated. The parameters of the motor drive have known values.

The following parameter vector is estimated :

where Kl to K4 stand for the elements of the estimated Kalman gain and the physical quantities in n
are defined as in Appendix B.

The system dynamics are thus parameterised in nas follows :

[ V(t)]
e(t)

y(t) =[l 00 0] ~(t) + 114 + e(t)

where state, output and input vector and the matrix elements are defined as in Appendix B. The noise
acting on the system is denoted by e(t).
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Fig.27 shows the recursive estimated parameters. Fig.28 shows the recursive estimated noise model.
In the simulations the following values for the covariance matrices are used :

Fig.29 shows the corresponding one-step-ahead prediction error.

Recursive estimated physical parameter in case of slip
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Fig.27 : Recursive estimated physical parameters.
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Fig.28 : Estimated noise model Fig.29 : One-step-ahead prediction error.

This simulations shows that using the recursive estimation scheme presented in 5.2.2 the physical
parameters of the drilIstring can be estimated. One remark should he place here. Due to the quite
complex computation of the parameter gradients. the recursive continuous time estimation scheme
requires much more computation effort than the recursive discrete time estimation scheme.

In order to test the performance of the recursive estimation scheme for detection purposes when
slip/stick motion occurs. a similar simulation test was performed. The same covariances are used as
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in the previous simulations. Fig.30 shows the estimated physical parameters 111 to 114 when slip/stick

motion occurs. Fig.3! shows the corresponding simulated bit angular velocity.

Rec~ive estimated physical parameters during slip/stick
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Fig.30 : Recursive estimated parameters in case of slip/stick motion.
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It can be seen from the estimated parameter values in fig.32 that using the recursive estimation of
section 5.2.2. slip/stick motion can be detected based on physical insight. Note that in fig.32 the
damping coefficient (113 ) is positive when stick occurs. This coincides with the unstable character of

the slip/stick motion. Furthermore the parameter 114 corresponding with the inertia of the bottom hole

assembly. shows fluctuations. Using physical interpretation of the estimated parameter values thus
permits the detection of slip/stick motion in an off-Iine tuning experiment.

Due to lack of time. the aspect of jumping parameters could not be implemented for the physical
model.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

In this chapter, some concluding remarks are given together with a few recommendations for further
studies. The conclusions presented here, will link the results of the parameter estimation schemes
presented in chapter 6 to the problem of tuning a "Soft Torque Rotary" (STR) control system.

For tuning a STR control system, two situations must be distinguished:

1: Off-line tuning
2: On-line tuning

Off-line tuning:

In case of off-line tuning, a parameter estimation experiment must be carried out, every time one
suspects that the dynamic behaviour of the process has changed due to slip/stick motion, formation
characteristics or changes in drilIstring or Bottom Hole Assembly configuration. In off-line tuning,
only the last reason of change in process dynamics will be considered, as slip/stick motion is not
expected to occur when a STR system is present, and tracking changes in formation characteristics
requires on-line tuning. Off-line tuning of the STR system will therefore imply that whenever the
drilIstring or Bottom Hole Assembly configuration is changed, the STR system is tuned. Tuning the
STR system requires knowledge of some physical parameters. To estimate these parameters, the
linear estimation scheme presented in section 5.1.2 can be used, provided no slip/stick motion occurs
during the estimation experiment. The estimation experiment can therefore best be carried out using a
relatively low weight on bit, a relatively high rotary speed and using a STR, even sub-optimally
tuned, to prevent the occurrence of slip/stick motion. When one suspects that slip/stick motion might
have occurred during the experiment, the recursive estimation scheme presented in section 5.2.2 can
be used to estimate the time varying parameters of the system. Engineering insight will then be
required to choose robust parameter values for the STR system, based on the estimated time varying
process parameters. Thus, using the estimation schemes presented in section 5.1 and section 5.2 will
make off-line tuning of the STR system possible.

On-line tuning

In on-line tuning of the STR system, a computer algorithm estimates the best fitting process
parameters at each time instant. From these estimated parameters a self-tuning STR system can be
derived at each time instant. Using on-line tuning mIes, slow process time varying behaviour can be
tracked by an estimation scheme implemented on a computer. Evidently, the advantage of on-line
parameter estimation and STR tuning is that the drilling crew is relieved from the tuning task and
good dàmping of the torsional vibrations is ensured.

It has been shown in section 5.4 that on-line tuning of the STR system (as described in Ref.8) will
require persistent rotary speed setpoint excitation. The dynamic order of the STR system is not high
enough to ensure independent dynamic equations are obtained, when no extemal perturbation is
applied. In case of on-line estimation of physical parameters with external setpoint excitation, the
algorithm presented in section 5.2.2 can be applied in principle. However, as already mentioned, the
algorithm requires a considerabie amount of computation time. due to the conversion of continuous
to discrete time modeis. At this stage, the algorithm is not assumed to be very weIl suited for on-line
estimation. Further studies are therefore needed to improve the on-line estimation algorithm of
physical parameters.

The main problem that will occur in on-line tuning, is the selection of robust parameter values. The
simulation results presented in chapter 6 have shown that a basic trade-off must be made between
good estimated parameter values in the linear case and good detection whether slip/stick motion
occurs. The solution would be to use two modeis. One model can be used with parameters that may
vary quickly to detect the occurrence of slip/stick. A second, slowly adàpted model can then be used
in parallel to ensure that good parameter convergence is obtained when no slip/stick motion occurs.
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The parameter estimation of the second model should then be subordinate to the decision of the first
estimation model whether stick has occurred.

It has been shown in chapter 6 that the choice of the model set and the way the model is parametrised
can influence the detection and estimation performances of the estimation. This is mainly due to the
nature of the process dynamics. Due to the small amount of damping present in the system small
changes in parameter values can have considerabie effects on the dynamic behaviour of the estimated
model. Further studies will have to show which model is best suited to detect the occurrence of
slip/stick motion and which model gives the most robust parameter values in the linear case.
Estimation of the whole closed loop transfer function, including the STR feedback loop, should be
considered. As the STR adds damping to the system, the closed loop system is much better
conditioned then the rotary process itself. Tuning mIes for the sm should then be designed based on
an estimated closed loop model of the process.
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APPENDIX A : State-space equations of rotary process

First consider the drive system consisting of a separately excited shunt motor and the rotary tabie.
Using Laplace notation, the dynamic behaviour of this system is determined by the following
equations:

Vm= (sL+R) Im+nKmOr

Tr =nKm Im-Tds =(sJe+B r) Or

where the following definitions are used:

Im = Motor armature current [A]

Tds = Torque delivered to the drilIstring [Nm]
Tr = Torque delivered to the rotary table [Nm]
Vm = Motor armature voltage [V]
Or = Angular velocity of the rotary table [rad/sj
Br = Combined damping coefficient of gear box and rotary table [Nms/rad]

Je = Combined ratio of inertia of motor, gear box and rotary table [Nms2/rad]
Km = Motor constant [Vs/rad]
L = Motor armature inductance [H]
n = Gear box ratio [-]
R = Motor armature resistance [0]
s = Laplace operator [Sol]

(Al)

(Al)

When a MINlSEMI control system is present, the motor voltage is compared with a desired reference
voltage and fed back to the motor current as shown in fig. Al:

Fig. Al : PI-feedback circuit.

From fig. (A 1) it can easily be derived that:

KI
Im = (kp + - )(V r - Kmv Vm)s

with:

(A3)
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Using equations (A 1) to (A3) a block diagram of the whole drive system can be found as shown in fig
Al.

Fig. Al : Block diagram of drive system.

In fig. Al it is shown that the PI circuit is fed back by means of the motor drive electric impedance.
this circuit can be simplified by defining:

Im _ blS+b2
Vr* - s2+als+a2

(A4)

with:

1 R KI
al =Kp L Kmv + L + Kp

Furthermore, from fig. A2:

Using these relationships, the folIowing state-space equations can be derived:

•
Im = -al Im+xc+bi (VrnKm Kmv nr)

•
Xc = -a2 Im+b2 (VrnKm Kmv nr)

<A5)

(A6)

(A7)

where Xc represents a state of the drive system that results after writing (A7) into canonical form.The

state, input and output matrices defined in section 2.2 equation (1) therefore are given by:
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Fd=

- al 1 - bI n Km Kmv

-a2 0 - b2 n Km Kmv

(n Km )/(Jc) 0 - Br/Je

(A8)

[
blO]

Gd = b2 0
o -l/Je

[ 1 0 0)
"d = 0 0 1

The state vector is defined as follows:

The input vector is:

The output vector is:

Z.d =[Im

lid =[Vr

Xd = [Im

Now assuming two DMS sections are releyant to describe the behaviour of the drillstring in the
frequency range of interest, the whole state - input and output matrices in case of slip can be found:

Fsl=

-al 0 -bI n Km kmv

-a2 0 -b2 n Km kmv

n Km/Je 0 -Br/Je

0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Gsi =

bI 0 0

b2 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 l/Jl 0

0 0 1/12

"si = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0]

The state vector is defined as:

The input vector is:
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(A9)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

-kl/Je 0 0 0

0 0 -1 0

0 0 1 -1

kl/Jl -k2/Jl -Bl/Jl 0

0 k2/12 0 -B2/12
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And the output is the motor current. Assuming that the torque on the first DMS section is constant,
Tl may he set to zero which simplifies the input matrix and input vector as follows:

bI 0
b2 0
o 0

Gsi = 0 0
o 0
o 0

o 1/12

When the bit sticks, the last row of Gsi and Fsi disappears and so does the last column of Fsl-
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APPENDIX B: State-space equations of scale model.

In the scale model of the rotary process, present at KSEPL the motor voltage is directly actuated via a
DC amplifier. Assuming that the amplifier acts as a gain for low frequencies the behaviour of the
scale model is dominated by the following equations:

With the following definitions:

Im = Motor armature current
Te = Extemal torque acting on the BHA
Vm = Motor armature voltage
~cj) = Difference in angular displacement of the spring
Ob = Angular velocity of the BHA
Or = Angular velocity of the rotary table

And the following physical quantities :

[A]
Nm]
[V]

[rad]
[rad/sJ
[rad/sJ

(A7)

Bb = Damping coefficient of BHA [Nms/rad]
Br = Combined damping coefficient of gear box and rotary tabIe [Nms/rad]

Jb = Ratio of inert~a of BHA [Nms2/rad]

Je = Combined ratio of inertia of motor, gear box and rotary table [Nms2/rad]

Km = Motor constant [Vs/rad]
ks = Spring coefficient [Nm/rad]

L = Motor armature inductance [H]
n = Gear box ratio [- ]
R = Motor armature resistance [0]

During the simulations presented in chapter 3 and chapter 6, the following numerical values were
used:

Bb = 0.001 [Nms/rad]

Br = 0.03 [Nms/rad]

Jb = 0.0529 [Nms2/rad]

Je = 0.3 [Nms2/rad]

Km= 11 [Vs/rad]

ks = 8.68 10'2 [Nm/rad]

L = 116 10'3 [H]
n = 1 [-]
R = 22 [0]
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Appendix C : Determination of parameter gradients

Assume the process dynamic behaviour can be modelled in discrete time using state-space notation as
follows:

~(k+l) = A(n) ~(k) + B(n) y(k)
(C.l)

y(k) =C ~(k)

Where evidently the state- and input matrices depend on the time continuous parameter vector n. In
Chapter 5 it has been shown that the dynamic behaviourof this system can be written in as a pseudo
linear regression. In order to estimate the continuous parameter vector, the prediction error gradient
of this system must be computed with respect to the continuous time parameters.

In Section 5.2.2 it has been shown that the gradient of the prediction error with respect to the
continuous time parameters is given by :

(assuming np time continuous parameters are estimated by means of nq time discrete parameters):

T d~ T d~T
I;(k) =[X (kTî::""" , ... ,X (k~]
- - 01'\1 - o 1'\np

where ~ denotes the discrete time parameter vector that corresponds with n and where the i-th
parameter gradient is given by :

(C.2)

(C.3)

Evidently, a straightforward approach to compute the parameter gradients, is to parametrise the time
discrete parameter vector directly in terms of n and compute the different gradients through
differentiation. The relationship between ~ and n can be found by parametrising the time-continuous
state- and input matrices in terms of n and deriving the analytical relationship between time
continuous- and time discrete matrices, after having approximated the matrix exponent by a finite
number of Taylor series components. Thus the discrete time state- and input matrices can directly be
parametrised in terms ofn. The discrete time parameter vector ~{n} can then be obtained, by
detennining the discrete time transferfunctions that correspond with the discrete time state space
equations. Although this approach is quite straightforward, it is not very weil suited, because it
requires much effort to derive all the analytical relationships involved. Especially when a high order
model of the process is needed and a good approximation of the matrix exponent is desired.

A second method that requires Iess and easier analytical calculations, is to compute the parameter
gradients through partial differentiation. First, the discrete time parameter vector is differentiated
with respect to all the elements in the discrete time state- and input matrices. Then, the discrete time
state- and input matrices are differentiated withrespect to the time continuous parameters.
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Assume an arbitrnry matrix:
[

Mil MI2 Mlm]
M= ~IM2~ ~2m

. . .
Mnl Mn2 ... Mnm

(CA)

Define the following vector operation of a matrix:

Tvec(M) = [ Mu M21,... ,Mnl IMI2,M22, ... , Mn21 ... IMlm, M2m, ... , Mnm] (C.5)

vec(M) can thus be found by writing all the columns ofM in one column vector. With this definition,
the following relationship can easily he obtained after partial differentiation.

Where in (C.6), A and B stand for the discrete time state- and input matrices, with dimensions (n x n)
and (n x m), respectively. Furthermore it holds:

And:

[ a ak ] T [ a ak a ak a ak a ak ]
a vec(A) = a Au' ... , a Ani' I ... I a Aln' ... , a Ann

[aak]T [aak aak aak aak]
avec(B) = aBu"'" aBnl,I"'1 aBlm"'" aBnm

(C.7)

(C.8)

aA
vec{-a-} = vec{

111

aB
vec{-a-} = vec{

111

a All a Aln-- --a111 ... a111

a Ani a Ann-- --
all

l
... all

l

aBu aBlm-- --a111 ... a111

a Bnl a Bnm-- --a111 ... a111

[
a All a Ani a Aln a Ann ]T

}= --, .. ·,--1· .. 1--, .. ·, -- (C.9)
all l all l all l all l

Although at first glance, this parameter gradient derivation seems very complex, it can be seen that,
due to the partial differentiation, the relationship between the time discrete parameters and time
continuous parameter is split. The derivative of!;! with respect to the e1ements of A and B do no
longer depend ofn, hence they are the same for all 111' On the other hand the derivatives of A and B

with respect to the time continuous parameter vector n are independent of !;!, and can easily be
determined as follows :
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From the relationship between the time continuous and time discrete matrices (Section3.l) :

aA a aF aF-;-- =-;--{ exp[F(n) ts] } =ts exp[F(n) ts] -;-- =ts A -;--
oT" 0111 0111 011(

aF
Note, that the gradient -;-- can easily he determined, as F is parametrised in n.

0111

In a slightly more complex way, the gradient of B can be determined by approximating the
exponential function by a finite number of Taylor terms, for instance, neglecting the fourth and
higher Taylor terms it approximately holds :

(C.ll)

(C.12)

(C.13)

From these equations it follows, that the time discrete parameter vector is derived with respect to the
time discrete matrix elements and the time continuous matrices are derived with respect to the time
continuous parameters. This is the great advantage of the method presented above, as the time
discrete matrices are parametrised in the time discrete vector and the time continuous matrices are
parametrised in the time continuous vector. The gradients can therefore he obtained without to much
effort. Moreover in practical computation, many gradients turn to zero. Finally, it can be seen from
(C.ll) to (C.13), that the gradients are dependent of the sampling interval (ts )

It should be stated here however, that the computation of the gradients will require much
computation when one wants to estimate many parameters of a high order model recursively and
consider a large number of Taylor terms to be relevant for accurate estimation. In that case numerical
determination of the gradients must he considered.

In a numerical way, the parameter gradients can be determined as follows. Assuming a parameter
vector n to be known, then its discrete time counterpart ~{n} can be computed after parametrising
the continuous time state space equations in n, converting the continuous time state space matrices
into discrete time and computing the discrete time transfer function.

Now disturb one element of n, say 11j, with a small variation :

(C14)

*The discrete time parameter vector that correspond with 11i can be computed, hence is obtained :

•
~ = ~(l1j,L\l1i )

For smalI variations L\l1j, the parameter gradient with respect to 11j can be approximated by :

a~ ~(l1j,L\l1j ) - ~(l1i)

a11j = L\l1j
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Now using this approximation for all elements of n, the parameter gradients can be computed.
Although quite effective, this gradient approximation must be handled with care to ensure at one
hand that the parameter variation is small enough to get an acceptable approximation. On the other
hand, the parameter variation may not he too small because of numerical problems that would arise
during computation.
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function [xout] = slst(F,G,u,xO,Tor,Ts,info)

: State matrix of the process in case of slip.
: Input matrix of the process in case of slip.
: Input vector containing applied rotary speed and random torque

fluctuations.
xO : Initial state vector.
Tor : Vector containing the constant torque loss in case of slip

and the maximum torque needed to break the bit loose [TsI;Tst]
Ts : Vector containing the larger and smaller sampling intervals

: [tsslow;tsfast]
info: Process information vector. The frrst element contains the

: number of the state when the P-th difference in agular displacement
: can be found. The second element contains the state number that
: corresponds to the P-th angular velocity. The third element
: contains the P-th spring coeficient needed to compute the torque
: In case of stick.

% This function simulates the non-linear slip/stick motion
% of a given configuration assuming a zero order hold
% approximation. It is assumed only one Damped-Mass
% Spring section wiU perform a slip/stick motion although
% other section can reach a zero angular velocity. The
% simulation is performed in two steps. When no transition
% between the slip and stick phase is detected, the behaviour
% is simulated using the sampling time that corresponds to the
% assumed ZOH approximation. When a transition however is detected,
% the transition is computed using a smaller sampling time to minimize
% simulation errors. The function computes the slip/stick torque at each
% time sample.
%
% Input arguments :
%
% F
% G
% u
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Rearrange information if necessary
[ru,cu]=size(u);if (ru<cu);u=u.';end;
tss=Ts( 1);tsf=Ts(2);TsI=Tor(1);Tst=Tor(2);nt=length(u(:, 1));
phip=info(1);omp=info(2);kp=info(3);

% Compute intial torque values and detect initial slip/stick phase
if xO(omp)==O

stickü=1;TO=-kp*xO(phip);
else

stickO=O;TO=TsI*sign(xO(omp));
end;

% Continuous time matrices in case of stick
FsI=F;GsI=G;Fst=F;Gst=G;
Fst(omp ,:)=zeros( l,length(FsI( 1,:)));
Fst(:,omp)=zeros(length(Fsl(: ,1)),1);
Gst(omp,:)=zeros(1,length(GsI( I,:)));

% Get equivalent ZOH discrete systems
[AsI,BsI]=c2d(FsI,GsI,tss);
[Aslf,Bslf]=c2d(Fsl,Gsl,tsf);
[Ast,Bst]=c2d(Fst,Gst,tss);
[Astf,Bstf]=c2d(Fst,Gst,tsf);

% Slow slip/stick simulation



[nra,nca]=size(AsI); [nrb,ncb]=size(BsI);
for i=l:nt

x(:,i)=xO;T(i)=TO;stick(i)=stickO;
xO=AsI*x(:,i)+BsI*(u(i,:).'+T(i)* [zeros(ncb-I ,1); I]);
if((xO(omp)==O)I(sign(xO(omp))-=sign(x(omp,i»))&(abs(T(i))<abs(Tst»;

xO=Ast*x(:,i)+Bst*u(i,:).';
xO(omp)=O;stickO= I;
TO=-kp*xO(phip);
if abs(TO»abs(Tst);

TO=Tst*sign(xO(phip));stickO=O;
end

else
TO=TsI*sign(xO(omp»;
stickO=O;

end
if (stickO-=stick(i»&(tss-=tsf);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Fast slip/stick %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

xxO=[];TIO=[];fstickO=[];
xxO=x(:,i);TIO=T(i);fstickO=stick(i);uu=u(i,:);
for j= I:(tss/tsf);
xx(:j)=xxO;TIG)=TIO;fstickG)=fstickO;
xxO=Aslf*xx(:,j)+Bslf*(uu.'+TIG)* [zeros(ncb-I,I); I]);
if((xxO(omp)==O)I(sign(xxO(omp))-=sign(xx(omp,j»))&(abs(TI(j))<abs(Tst»;

xxO=Astf*xx(:,j)+Bstf*uu.';
xxO(omp)=O;fstickO=I;
TIO=-kp*xxO(phip);
if abs(TIO»abs(Tst);

TIO=Tst*sign(xO(phip»;
end

else
TIO=TsI*sign(xxO(omp»;
fstickO=O;

end
end
xO=xxO;TO=TIO;stickO=fstickO;

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Fast slip/stick done %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

end
end
xout=x.';



: The output-input data vector z=[y ui u2 ... unu];
: Model order z=[na [nbi ... nbunu] nc [nkl ... nknu]];
Refer to identification tooibox rpem and realise
for an ARMAX model nd=O;nf=O;

: Noise covariance of output signal
: Noise covariance matrix of parameter vector
: Initial value of parameter vector
: Initial covariance matrix

function [thm,Kal,yhat]=mirarmax(z,nn ,Re,Rw,thO,pO)

% Function : MIRARMAX
%
% Estimates armax model with multiple inputs using the Kalman
% approach described in Ljung 1987.
% This file is a variation of the identification tooibox RARMAX routine
%
%z
% nn
%
%
%Re
%Rw
% thO
%pO
%
% P.van der Pols [19-02-92]

[Ncap,nz]=size(z);
if Ncap<nz,disp(Waming: Have you entered the data as column vectors?'),end
nu=nz-I; nl=length(nn);
if nu==O,na=nn( I);nb=O;nc=O;nk= I;if nl> I ,nc=nn(2);end
if nl>2,error('For a time series, nn = na or nn = [na nc]!'),end
else

na=nn( I);nb=nn(2:nu+ I);
if nl==2*nu+ I,nk=nn(nu+2:2*nu+ I);nc=O;
else if nl==2*nu+2,nc=nn(nu+2);nk=nn(nu+3:2*nu+2);
else error('lncorrect number of orders specified: nn=[na nb nk] or nn=[na nb nc nk]'),end,end

end
d=na+sum(nb)+nc; % Number of parameters
if nargin<6,pO=[];end;
if nargin<5,thO=[];end;
if nargin<4,Rw=[];end;
if nargin<3,Re=[];end;
if nargin<2,error('Orders and 1/0 data should be specified !');end;
if isempty(pO),pO= lO*eye(d);end;
if isempty(thO),thO=zeros(d, I);end;
if isempty(Rw),Rw=eye(d);end;
if isempty(Re),Re= I;end;

thm=zeros(Ncap,d);
Psicap=zeros(Ncap,d);
th=thO;P=pO;
if nc>O,nu=nu+ I;nk(nu)= I;nb(nu)=nc;z( I:nc,nu+ I)=zeros(nc, I);end
for i=max([na+l,max(nb+nk),nc+I]):Ncap

psi=[-z(i-I :-1 :i-na, I)];
for ku=l:nu,

psi=[psi;z(i-nk(ku):-I :i-nk(ku)-nb(ku)+ I, I+ku)];
end
psi=psi;y=z(i, I);

% Kalman algorithm
yh=psi'*th;
pre=y-yh;
K=P*psi/(Re+psi'*P*psi);
P=P+Rw-K*psi'*P;
th=th+K*pre;



eqe=y-th'·psi;if nc>O.z(i.nu+1)=eqe;end
thm(i.:)=th';Psicap(i.:)=psi';
Kal(i.:)=K';
yhat(i)=yh;

end;
yhat=yhat';



function [etam,yhat,thm]=crannax(z,eta,filename,Re,Rw,pO);

[th,grad,nn]=filename(eta);

In filename, the relationship between the physical parameter
vector eta and the corresponding discrete time multi-input
ARMAX parameters must be defined. The gradient of the discrete
time ARMAX parameters with respect to all elements of eta must
be computed. Also the orders of the ARMAX parameter vector must
be specified.

[ d(th(1))/d(eta(1)) d(th(1))/d(eta(m))]
[ d(th(2))/d(eta(1)) d(th(2))/d(eta(m))]
[ ]
[ , ]
[ d(th(n))/d(eta(1)) ... d(th(n))/d(eta(m))]

: Discrete time ARMAX parameters that corresponds with the
process dynamics parametrised in eta.

: Gradients of all n elements of th with respect to all
m elements of eta:

: Order of the corresponding ARMAX parameter vector th
as defined in MIRARMAX

: Covariance of the output signal
: Covariance matrix of the noise acting on eta
: Initial covariance matrix used in the Kalman gain computation

: The recursively estimated physical parameter vector at each
time instant.

: The one-step-ahead predicted output at time k.
: The discrete time ARMAX parameter vector at each time k

grad=

th

nn

grad

% Function CRARMAX
%
% Estimates recursively the physical parameter vector eta of the
% continuous time system described in an arbitrary file filename.
% CRARMAX uses the Kalman filter approach to estimate the recursive
% parameter.
%
% The foUowing input arguments of the function are defined :
%
% z : Input/Output matrix as described in the identification tooibox,
% z may contain multiple inputs z=[y uL..un]
% eta : Vector that contains the physical parameters that one wishes
% to estimate. The relationship between eta and the process
% dynamics must be given in an arbitrary user defined matiab file
% filename.
% filename : Name of user defined matiab file. Filename must return the
% following arguments :
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%Re
%Rw
%PO
%
% The following output arguments are computed
%
%etam
%
% yhat
% thm
%
% As the estimation of the physical parameters can takes a large amount
% of computation time, the estimated value of eta and the corresponding
% prediction error pre are plotted on the screen at each time instant.
% So convergence and quality of the estimated parametes can be foliowed.



%
% P. van der Pols 31-08-92
%

if nargin<6,P0=[];end;
if nargin<5,Rw=[];end;
if nargin<4,Re=[];end;
if nargin<3,error('Process definition file must he specified !! !');end;
if nargin<2;

error('Sorry, initial estimation ofphysical parameter needed !!!');end;
ifnargin<l,error('I/O data must be specified !!!');end;

[etar,etae]=size(eta);
if etac>etar;d.isp('Have you entered eta as a row vector ?');eta=eta';end;
if-isstr(filename),error('Process definition file must be a string !!!');end;

[thO,GRETA,nnJ=feval(filename,eta);
nn=nn';
[Ncap,nz]=size(z);nu=nz-l ;
if length(nn)-=2*nu+2;

error('1/0 matrix does not match order specification !!1');
end;
na=nn( 1);nb=nn(2:nu+ 1);nc=nn(nu+2);nk=nn(nu+3:2*nu+2);
d=na+sum(nb)+nc;
if length(thO)-=d;

error('Order specification do not correspond to length of THETA');
end;

if isempty(pO);PO=1O*eye(length(eta));end
if isempty(Del);Del=O.1 *eye(length(eta));end
if isempty(Re);Re=l;end;
if isempty(Rw);Rw=eye(d);end;

P=PO;th=thO;
if nc>O,nu=nu+ 1;nk(nu)=1;nb(nu)=nc;z(1:nc,nu+1)=zeros(nc,1 );end
for i=max([na+1,max(nb+nk),nc+1]):Ncap

psi=[-z(i-l :-1 :i-na,1)];
for ku=l:nu,

psi=[psi;z(i-nk(ku):-1 :i-nk(ku)-nb(ku)+ 1,1+ku)];
end
ksi=(psi'*GRETA)';
y=z(i,1 );
% Kalman algorithm
yh=psi'*th;
pre=y-yh
K=P*ksi/(Re+ksi'*P*ksi);
P=P+Rw-K*ksi'*P;
eta=eta+K*pre;
[eta.' ij
[th,GRETAJ=feval( filename,eta);
eqe=y-th'*psi;if nc>O,z(i,nu+1)=eqe;end
thm(i,:)=th';etam(i,:)=eta';
yhat(i)=yh;

"end;
yhat=yhat';
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